


TAKE ALL THE GUESSWORK OUT OF
TVRO INSTALLATIONS AND T.I. ANALYSIS

WITH AVCOM'S NEW PSA.35
PORTABLE SPECTRUM ANALYZER

ASK ANY TVRO DEALER WHO OWNS AN AVCOM PSA-35 PORTABLE SPECTRUM ANALYZER.
With AVCOM's PSA-35 Por-

table Spectrum Analyzer you
can measure and document
TVRO system performance
after instal lat ion or service.
Troubleshoot system problems
by observing output signals
from LNA's, BDC's, Line Amps
and Splitters, and other RF
signal components. Measure
block system signal balance.

ldentify and resolve Ter-
restrial Intederence problems
quickly and precisely by displaying offending signals
on the PSA-35. Customers can be shown the nature of
T.l. problems for clearer understanding.

AVCOM's high performance PSA-35 Spectrum
Analyzer becomes even more attractive when price is

SSC.7O SIGNAL SAMPLER AND CALIBRATOR -
AVCOM's new Signal Sampler and Calibrator, SSC-70,
is designed for use with the AVCOM PSA-35 Portable
Spectrum Analyzer.

The first function of the SSC-70 is to sample TVRO
downconverter lF signals in the 30 to 200 MHz range.
The lF signal is looped through the SSC-70 between
the downconverter and the satellite receiver. Tuning

and examined.
lf Terrestrial Interference filters are in the lF coax line.

they can be tuned precisely so that video quality is
preserved while T.l. is minimized.

Also an internal oscillator operating at 70 MHz, with
harmonics at '140 MHz and beyond provides a quick
means of checking amplitude calibration and frequency

FOR MORE INFORMATION WRITE: AVCOM, 500
Southlake Blvd., Richmond, VA 23236 or call (804)
794-2500. To order, call, 1{d}-44&2500.

considered. The PSA-35 is
$1965. Nothing on the market
offers its performance at a
comparable price.

Progressive TVRO Dealers,
Repair Centers, and Manufac-
turers willfind AVCOM's PSA-
35 Spectrum Analyzerto be an
indispensable instrument for
rapid testing and alignment of
satellite equipment. Problems
that  migh t  o therw ise  take
hours, even days to resolve,

can be identified and corrected in minutes, saving
money and time, and reinforcing customers' con-
fidence and trust. In terms of time saved and customer
good will, an AVCOM Spectrum Analyzer will pay for
itself quickly.

AVCOM'S PSA.35 SPECTRUM ANALYZER
BECOMES EVEN MORE VERSATILE WHEN USED

WITH THESE NEW ACCESSORIES!
setting of the PSA-35 Spectrum Analyzer. Two output
signal amplitude settings are available, one at -30 dBm
and another at -50 dBm (at 70 MHz). The output level is
selected by a front panel switch. The calibration
oscillator is powered by the PSA-35 LNA/BDC power
through the input connector. A front panel LED
indicates when the oscillator is on.

TISH4O TERRESTRIAL INTERFERENCE SURVEY
HORN. AVCOM's new Terrestrial Interference Survey
Horn, TISH-40, is designed to be used in conjunction
with the PSA-35 Portable Spectrum
Analyzer for site surveys.

The TISH-4O Terrestrial lnterfer-
ence Survey Horn features 18 dB
gain in the 3.7 to 4.2 GHz range of
frequencies. lt is highly directional
with high gain and rugged construc-
tion. Terrestrial lnterference sources
can be  p inpo in ted  qu ick ly  and
accu rately to i ncrease the uti I ity of the versati le PSA-35
Spectrum Analyzer. 1/4-20 stainless nuts pressed into
the flange make LNA assembly and disassembly quick
and easy.

AVCOM's PSA-35 - THE MOST VALUABLE TEST
INSTRUMENT YOU CAN BUY FOR INSTALLING
AND SERVICING TVRO SYSTEMS!!
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First with
Same Day Shipping

Echosphere is the first truly
national distributor. Our five
locations-Knoxville. Dallas.
Denver, Phoenix and Sacramento-
allow us to provide normal delivery
nationwide in only 48 hours.

First in
Competitive Pricing

We buy in large volume and
pass the savings on to you.

First in
Product Knowledge

Our sales people are knowledge-
able professionals, not order-takers.

First in Dealer Support
We provide excellent support

with dealer financing, co-op
advertising, technical service and
dealer training seminars.

First Internationally
With Echosphere International,

our commitment doesn't ston at
the border.

First in
Satellite Development

Antares, our 12 GHz satellite
project means a bright future for
our dealers.

Become Part of the
First Team

The finest products, first-rate
service, competitive prices and a
commitment to excellence in all
we do have made Echosphere the
leader in  the sale l l i te  te lev is ion
industry. Call us today and dis-
cover why working with the leader
is the fast track to first place.

TSIIfl PNTffi
00nF,10536 Lexington Drive

Knoxvi l le,  TN 37922
615-966-41 14
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Echosphere Corp.l Because
somebody has to go first.

Going frrst requires innovative
thinking. Taking the risks to turn
ideas into reality. Plotting the
course for others to follow.

Echosphere Corporation has
been the leader in T\rRO since the
industry's inception. Leadership
which has made us the most
resnected distributor of home
satellite nroducts and services in
the world. Leadership that is
defining Lhe course ofthe industry.

First with
National Distribution

With Echosphere, you get the
power of our national distribution
network and the thorough under-
standing of your local market
that you'll find at each regional
facility.

First in Product Selection
We're a stocking distributor for

over 60 manufacturers.

'Dealers Only

602-431-0900 303-761-4782 214.630-8625

The Distributor That Makes A Difference.
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1 986 SATELLITE DICEST
Our Cover/  Neither rain,  nor
sleet,  nor a wet,  c l inging snow
shall curtail the flow of informa-
tion to this class of would-be
satellite system dealers at Satel-
l i te Video Services ( lnc.)  in
Catskill, New York. SVS routinely
graduates more than 100 new
dealers each month in their ex-
tensive, weekly training sessions.
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Jamaican

Inverting the video polarity
reverses the video format on
the screen,..

Causing dark colors to'go tight'
and light colors to'go dark'.
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For Hz,people choose this DMM
wfth amulngfrequency.

Our 8060A has four unique buttons
you won't find on any other
41/z-digit handhelds.

Push the Hz button, and youie ready t0
mmsure frequencies from 12 Hz to 200 kHz.

And thats just the beginning.
Select dB for automatic conversi0n

from voltage measurements . Conti nuity
for quick checks for opens and sh0rts.
And Relative Ref erence for relative or
offset measurements - in any function
or range youie working in.

Put them together and it5 obvious this
is no ordinarv DMM.

The 8060A also offers true RMS ac
measurements ,0.04% basic dc accuracy
and 10 ptV resolution. Plus Flukes tradi-
tional quality, precisi0n, ruggedness and
value. In all, the most 0owerful handheld
DMM you can buy.

But don't take our word for it.

FROM THE \rORLD LEADER
IN DIGITAL MULTIMETERS.

8060A DMM 80624 DMM- -
$279- $389-

8(l5(]A DMM

The next time youTe comparing
DMMs, take a closer look. Because com-
pared t0 the competition, something will
become verv clear.

There isri't anv
That's why foi Hz and many other rea-

sons, people choose the Fluke 8060A -
with amuing lrequency.

To learn more about the top-otthe-line
8060A, the lower-cost 8062A and the
bench/portable 8050A, contact your local
Fluke Distributor, or call tollJree
1'800.426-0361.

0.04% basic dc
acculacy
Frequency m%surc-

True rms ac
Conlinuily and Diode

Artonnging megohms
0ne-year ca ibration
clcle and watranty
IJL 1244 listed

Srgq"trd U.Sli,t pn"

0.03% basic dc
accuracy

dBm rffidout wlth l6
slecbble relerence
impedances

Ole-yar calibraliol D ode lesl

cycle ano waramy
UL 1244 isted

0ne ymr mlibrallon
cyc e ano Mmnry
Factory l\.4rtual ap'
prffid/CSA Certfied



Editor's View
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Reassessing Practical Scrambling
A feature report in this issue addressed the science of scrambling

in a way which I hope will help you better understand the real reasons
why i t  is very unl ikely someone wil l  simply stumble onto a circuit  for a
make-believe Videocipher descrambler. Starting back in June, I
began to hear stories about alleged bootleg descramblers. I found it
interesting that the person I was hearing these stories from had heard
the story from someone else; the storyteller had never seen the sys-
tems work. There are so many bucks involved in breaking the Vid-
eocipher scrambler system that I can envision all sorts of subterf uge in
this game. I did have one fellow bring by a system he had worked up
just days before the deadline for this magazine. He refused to show
me the inside of this box but he did show me how it worked. lt worked,
and lwas impressed.

I was impressed until I f igured out that he had taken a VC2000E de-
scrambler, ripped its case off and placed it into his own homemade
box. What I  was watching was a Videocipher unit  al l  along! Under
some questioning, the guy planned to sel l  them for 9600 under the
theory that people will pay more for what they believe is a ripoff than
they will pay for the real thing, given the built-in hostility towards M/A-
Com we have at the oresent time.

So, how is the distr ibution of 2000E unrts going? | checked with a
handful of authorized distributors who had placed orders prior to the
M/A-Com fall deadiine. They had to order 300 units to qualify as a dis-
tributor and they had to agree to pay $345 for the units. Yes, that
comes to around $100,000 in product inventory. But not too worry, no-
body was destined to get all 300 ordered at one time anyhow.

Other than a lew hand drawn samples, nobody had the units prior
to January 14-15. Then they arr ived in quanti t ies of 30 or 60 at a
whack. Yes, that was pretty close to the sellimposed January 1Sth
deadline of HBO to begin ful l t ime scrambling. Right up to the last mrn-
ute there were rumors al l  over that the deadline would be extended
and that HBO would not scramble ful l  t ime on the 15th af leral l .  Not
true, as you are now well aware.

There were also numerous stories that M/A-Com executives were
being shuff led one more t ime (also part ial ly true). Right up to the end,
it was almost impossible to get proper instructions on where to go for a
descrambler. The truth was quite simple; authorized distributors were
reluctant to admit they had placed orders because they didn't have the
merchandise on hand and therefore could not deliver anyhow.
Moreover, many of the authorized distributors were afraid they might
be branded as traitors if they popped out early with an announcement
about the avai labi l i ty of the 2000E units.

When they f inal ly did arr ive, the early units disappeared l ike a for-
bidden fruit. SVS had 60 on January 1 sth and none by the end ol the
day on January 16th. That was to be expected; most oi us will spring
for at least one, just to see how it  works. The bright dealer should have
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ordered one for his showroom because he needs to be able to show
potential customers that there is a box available for descrambling.

On January 16th, Shaun Kenny got many people's attention on
Boresight when he reported that it was illegal for a TVRO dealer to
have a 2000E operating in his showroom. How could that be? How
could a dealer demonstrate TVRO if he could not switch on the 2000E
for a potential customer?

HBO has a restriction in lheir contracts; every customer will have a
contract. HBO is not allowed to distribute their programming in com-
mercial establishments where the public gathers. A bar is a public es-
tabl ishment. So is a TVRO store, they claim. That means HBO cannot
be shown in a hotel bar, for example, even though it is shown in the
hotel lodging rooms. That is the way it has been for many years now.

Would HBO prosecute TVRO dealers who showed HBO in their
showrooms? Have they done so in the past? The answer is no. The
whole problem stems from the HBO agreements with its movie
suppliers, and the movie suppliers insist that HBO is l icensed by them
for private showings, not publ ic showings. Alas, another problem to
sort out.

Not all 70 MHz receivers worked with the VC2000E but the mention
of any specific brands or models which did not seem to work properly,
at this early date would be a possible disservice to the receiver man-
ufacturer. We mention this, however, because a couple ol brand name
receivers don't appear to have the proper 70 MHz signal characteris-
tics to work at all. You had better check with your VC2000E distributor
or your receiver supplier for a hard promise before you make any wild
promrses on your own to a oustomer who feels he really must have the
VC2000E for this system. In another 60 days, we'll all know {ar more
about which receivers do and do not work with the oroduction
VC2000E units.

Pricing. There have been some interesting pricing developments
in the descrambler program. For example:

1 ) At least one distributor (STS/Satellite Television Systems ol
South Carol ina; 800/833-3610 outside of South Carol ina) wi l l
discount the $365 price provided you buy a system from them.
The discounted price is $345.
2) HBO makes turn on for your service quite easy. An 800
number with the VC2000E and a VISA or other major charge
card gets you service, typical ly within 30 minutes of cal l ing.
Some reported their systems were turned on almost instantly
as they hung up their telephone.
3) And the most interesting part: a few aggressive cable sys-
tems have decided to become national. Here is howthat works:
As authorized HBO affiliates, they have been approved by HBO to

sell their service into any region of the United States where there is no
HBO (cable) af l i l iate. They have also decided to sel l their HBO and/or

i.':.

Coopicontinued on page 62



Today and Tomorrow Scrambler
Sel ls l tsel f . . .

Permanenily lubricaled
motorized mount

Perforated aluminum .040 thick
4 ghz & 12 ghz compatable

Patented hub design for easy
instal lat ion

@

NAiloNAr 1'800-833-4485
,N N.v. 1'800'522'3538

Snap together rim for easY
instal lat ion
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CALL. . NATIONAT SATETLITE CO}TMUNICATIONS'"
(EXCLUSIVE WORLDWI DE DISTRIBUTOR)

ilfrScrembler
(ups SHIPPABLE - EASY INSTALLATION, I BOLTS)

O NATIONAL SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS 1985



Iforne Satelllte T\f Sfrstems
just nsuer loolced, so

cornBatible.
IUJACIIIA:HOIIr, DESIGI\I

&Strir.EcfrrrlE

When ttre "boJrs upstafs" at R€Jrdx decide to
dwelop a €lreat new product, they do it right!
Imag:ine a High Strengttr, Extruded Alumi-
num Horizon-to-Horizon Polar Mount w-ith a
MotorizedActua,tor that's more compact and
Iighter irl weuht than any other on t].e
market today, yet still capable of gettin€

1OOO ft/Ibs Torque. Well, tJrat's the design
that's got the TVB,O Industry so excited
The engfineers at F,aydx found tJlat existing
Geo-stationarf,r satellite trackiJrg! systems
ju.st could.n't meet the compa;rq/s exacting
standards for zuperior pedormance, depen-
dability and consumer appeal. So they
su€gested that F,aydx, the Leader In Dish
sales ma,nufacture thei.r owrr. A-nd that's ju.st
what tlrey did-
Afier comprehensive R, @ D work tXre "boys
upstairs" selecteda designthat is destinedto
be eome legendarlr, mal<ir1g linear actuators
virbuallSr obsolete. A precisionbuilt Horizon-
to-Horizon Polar Mount with Motorized
Actuator that's precisely what weryone's
been lookir4; for.

TIIIi BEST BITILT DIAH IITAUERICTA

The oruinaJ. DeepDi.sh, See.Thru Aluminum Mesh
Design that outclasses weryone else vrith qlraJiff con-
struction, great looks, and ease of instattation. Our
10.5-ft., 8.5-ft. and Expandable 6-ft. Dishes are lighL
weight yet built to last usin€ "stronger-than-Steel"

heat treated exbruded aJuminum a,nd rusLhhibitin€
staidess steel hardware. Our er<ch:siveWeather Gr:ard
finish coat is the reaJ. choice to withstand a lifetime of
environmental pr:rrishment. This unbeatable combi-
n€,tion of ru€lged
constnrctionand
quali ty f inish
gives F,aydx tl'e
m a r k e t  e d g e
across theboard-

I(xf,AIjLYGOUPA:rIBLI!

This season R€ydx wil1 introduce
tl'e first "Totaltlr Compatible" home
satellite TV systern- A sJrstem engi-
neered to €five outstandjng perfor-
mance and years of TV viewing
pleasure - bot}. ilside and out.liVatch
for all the excitir4l details in
months to come.

Compatlble good. Ioolcs, compatlble Brl.ce.
9 Oak Drive, Silver Springs Shores Industrial Park PO. Box 4078, Ocala, Florida 32678-4078

O RAYDX SATELLITE SYSTEMS, LTD.
(904) 687-2003

PATENT PENDING



Block Downconversion

Stqrting 0ver
Starting Over

While the first block downconversion receivers were intro-
duced in 1978, and the first block receivers appeared in 1981,
it has only been during the last 10 to 12 months that the block
downconversion concept has really caught on in the industry.
There are many dealers who find the block concept diff icult to
understand and therefore diff icult to properly employ. Much of
the confusion concerning block downconversion originates
from a lack of user understanding as to what block conversion
is, and how it ditfers from the original 70 MHz (single conver-
sion) concept pioneered first by Robert Coleman and then
tidied-up by David Barker in 1980.

Let's start with the single conversion package since many
of our references in explaining block conversion go back to the
original single conversion system.

1) Satell i te television is transmitted in a series of con-
secutively packed, but independently operated, down-
link channels. These channels are each 40 MHz wide,
and they are in the region of 3.7 lo 4.2 GHz (also the
same as 3,700 MHz to 4,200 MHz).
2) Each of these channels (or transponders) does its
own thing, and each channel is t ied to all of the other
channels in the same satell i te through a common shar-
ing of such satellite parts as the antennas, the power
supplies, and the control systems.

3) The transmitting power we see on earth from any
single channel is a function of several factors, including:

A) The maximum power available for any specific trans-
ponder (typically 5,7.5, 8, or I watts for US domestic
satell i tes), and;
B) The strength of the uplink signal, from the originating
program source, which sends the program material to
the satell i te.

Certain transponders are designed for maximum transmit-
ter power of 5 watts (transponders 1 , 5, 9, 13, 17, 21 on F3R)
while others may have powers as great as 11 watts (ANIK-D
transponders). However, the owner of the satell i te, RCAfor in-
stance, may issue special instructions to the user of a certain
channel to throttle-back the uplink power to keep the transmit-
ter power at some number lower than the full rating (such as
CBS on TR8 of F3R). This throttle-back instruction may be
caused by a fear that some part of the transponder is heading
for premature failure, or a concern that some shared segment
of the Satellite, such as a powering system, is overtaxed and
by cutting back on individual transmitter powers, the shared
power source may last longer.

Therefore, as a satellite ages, we begin to measure some
distinct differences in signal levels or strengths. As the satell i te
continues the aging process, closer and closer to the 7 to 10
year lifetime anticipated for a malure satellite, the differences
in satell i te signal strength between channels or transponders
which are supposed to be equal, increases. This variation in
signal levels is more pronounced with the older generation
satell i tes than with the newer generation satell i tes. Sti l l , other
newer generation satellites, such as Telstar 3, use a hybrid
technology for their transmitter amplif ier powering systems
and these hybrid birds wil l, in t ime, exhibit even greater vari-
ations in signal levels as the satell i tes age.

Satellites age in several ways. Every satellite is dependent
upon its fuel supply and its powering system for long term use.
The fueling system is a small supply of hydrazine gas which is
allowed to escaoe from miniature thrusters built into three
faces of the satellite. These jets of fuel are commanded by
ground controllers at regular intervals to insure that the satel-
lite stays where it is supposed to be. Several forces in space
act constantly upon the satellite's position;gravity is the great-
est of these and land mass areas on the ground exert a tiny,
but constant pull on the satell i tes. Left alone, all of the satel-
l i tes serving North America would gradually drift to a position
near 104 degrees west where they would cluster from the
gravity. Satellites east of 104 degrees must be kicked back to
their assigned slot in space every 15 to 30 days by the careful
firing of the hydrazine thrusters. Those west have the same re-

COAX TO INDOORS

3.7 TO 70MHz
4 .2GHz  (1  TRANSPONDER)

(12 TRANSPONDER)

In single conversion receiver, transponder
selection is made out-of-doors. in LNC or
downconverter.

i
i

i
i
i

I
I
t
I
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@ -DOWNCONVERTER-IF AMPLIFI  ER-UP CONVERTER-POWER AMP-@

ETC.-DOWNCONVERTER-IF AMPLIFIER-UP CONVERTER_POWER AMP-ETC

@ -DOWNCONVERTER-IF AMPLIFIER-UP CONVERTER-POWER AMP-@

@ -DO\^/NCONVERTE R-I F AM PLI FI E R-U P CONVERTER-POWER AMP-@

@ -DOWNCONVERTER_tF AMpLtFtER_Up CONVERTER_POWER AMp_@

C) -DOWNCONVERTER-I F AMPLIFIER-UP CONVERTER_POWER AMP-C)

@ -DOWNCONVERTER_tF AMpl t  FtER_Up CONVERTER_POWER AMp_@

6) -DOWNCONVERTER-IF AMPLIFIER-UP CONVERTER-POWER AMP-@

ETC.-DOWNCONVERTER-IF AMPLIFIER-UP CONVERTER-POWER AMP-ETC.

@) -DOWNCONVERTER-IF AMPLIFIER-UP CONVERTER-POWER AMP-83

UPL INK RECEIVE
ANTENNA:5 .9

To 6.4 GHz

DOWNLINK
TRANSMIT
ANTENNA:

3 .7  TO 4 .2GHz

Simplif ied block diagram of traditional satell i te signal processing system. Other than common
use of antennas, each transponder has individual signal processing system on board the
satell i te.

peated rocket thruster firings except they are pushed back to
the west.

Hydrazine fuel carried on board the satellite will eventually
be used up (a small amount also escapes from the containers
on board). The real l i fetime of a satell i te is usually determined
not by the spent hydrazine fuel (once the fuel is gone, the
satell i te can no longer be controlled and the last bit of fuel is
used to kick the satell i tes 'out of Clarke Orbit ' and higher into
space where a considerable junkyard of spent birds are al-
ready collecting), but by the electronics on board,

There were two crit ical t ime clocks in the orignal satell i tes.
One was something called a traveling wave tube or TWT(A)
for short. The TWT(A) is the power amplifier which creates the
(5,  7,7.5,8,  9,  11,  etc . )  wat t  t ransmiss ion source for  each
channel. There is one TWT(A) for each channel or transpon-
der on board and in newer satell i tes a 24 channel bird may
have six spare TWT(A) units in place ready to switch in by re-
mote control from earth should one of the TWT(A) units fail pre-
maturely. The second time clock on board is the solar panel
powering cells and their associated rechargeable batteries. A
satell i te opens up sizeable flat panels of solar-cells once it
achieves its proper geostationary orbit locatlon, and those
solar panels are directed to follow the sun in outer space. The
tracking system must be quite precise to insure that the sun's

rays strike the solar cell panels at the angle which best trans-
fers energy from the sun's rays to the panels. This requires a
bit of high technology to keep the panels pointing directly at the
sun at all t imes.

Solar panels wear with time; tiny dust particles in space
wear away at the sudaces causing the cells to gradually re-
ceive less sunlight. The cells themselves, which convert sun-
light into (DC) electricity, also lose efficiency in time. The weak
link in the chain is the battery storage system which receives
the DC voltage from the panels and stores that voltage for
satell i te use. The satell i tes cannot convert sunlight to DC and
use that DC in real time because there are periods each year
(two) when the sun is blocked from the satellite by the earth.
During these eclipse periods, there can be several hours when
the satell i te gets no sunlight, and no power, at all. The satel-
lite's battery storage system must be adequate to insure that
during these eclipse periods the satell i tes sti l loperate. In older
satell i tes, such as Westar 1,2, and 3, it was necessary to re-
duce the number of channels/transponders in use during the
eclipse period to insure that the batteries did not run out of
power before the sun came back in view. More recent
satellites are equipped with larger battery and larger storage
systems to allow full, uninterrupted, service during an eclipse
oeriod.
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Batteries, even extremely hightech batteries which oper-
ate for up to 10 years going through never-ending charging/
discharging/recharging cycles eventually wear out. The condi-
tion for all batteries on a satell i te is under constant surveil lance
by ground fl ight controllers. In fact, the satell i te is f lown by a
fl ight controller 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. The fl ight con-
t ro l lers moni tor ,  us ing a technique cal led te lemeter ing,  as
many as 200 different important measurement points in a
satell i te constantly, and using uplink telemetering commands,
make small adjustments in the satell i te's alt itude several t imes
per day to correct for variations in satell i te operation.

So, as a satell i te ages, and the expected or unexpected
decay takes place in the satell i te's TWT(A), battery, solar
panel, and other component sections, greater and greater pre-
cision is required by the fl ight controllers on the ground. Some-
times there are mistakes in the fl ight control commands and
satell i tes momentarily shut down service (RCA's F2 satell i te
turned over briskly one day and pointed in the wrong direction,
away from eafth, for several hours).

TVRO users, with small dish antennas which are perhaps
marginal in size to produce quality pictures when a satell i te is
brand new and everything is working perfectly, quickly notice
this aging process of a satell i te. When there is a change in the
satell i te's alt itude, or its operating condition, even if only for a
few minutes time, the small dish systems see these changes
first because there is a lack of something called margin in the
receiving system. Margin? Extra system gain, not needed for a
new satell i te or when a satell i te is operating perfectly, but
much needed when the satell i te ages or momentarily points in
a slightly off-boresight direction.

The TVRO dealer cannot be expected to fully understand
all of the nuances of hour-by-hour and year-by-year satell i te
variations. What he should appreciate, however, is that the
satell i te system he depends upon for stable, solid service is
subject to both human and mechanical/electrical error and
problems and the smaller the dish the quicker these variations
will be noticed. Additionally, the further the TVRO dish is lo-
cated from the so-called boresight location, the quicker point-
ing or alt itude errors or changes wil l be noticed.

All of this becomes increasingly important when you begin
to juggle the antennaiLNfureceiver combinations which seem

to produce satisfactory performance in your area in North
America. When receiver systems adopted the block downcon-
version techniques, entirely new variable elements were intro-
duced into the system equation. The dealer, to sort out his in-
stallation practices, procedures and problems, needs to ap-
preciate the complexity of the entire system link which really
begins at the uplink transmitter and really ends afterthe signal
has traveled some 45,000 miles through space (up to the
satell i te, and back again) at the dish system you are install ing.

The BDC Difference
The satell i te system you are install ing is the only variable or

adjustable function in the satell i te l ink equation overwhich you
have any control. There is a formula which allows the compu-
tation of path loss and system gain; use of this formula wil l i l-
lustrate that if you have a specified footprint signal level at a
given location, quality reception wil l result only when you de-
sign a receiving system with some formula-derived minimum
amount of gain. You achieve this gain in several areas in the
receive system:

A) Antenna gain, measured in dB(i) or so many de-
cibels of gain.
B) LNA gain, measured in dB.
C) Receiver gain, also measured in dB.
Let's say you worked the formula and found that for a qual-

ity picture you required 100 dB of total gain at the receive loca-
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t ion. Could you not trade off gain within the LNA and/or re-
ceiver for gain in the antenna, and get by with a smaller an-
tenna? That is a logical, if not uninformed deduction.

There is another entry into the system equation and it in-
volved an operating parameter known as carrier to noise ratio.
The signal, coming from the satell i te, is the carrier part. Noise,
or an absence of signal but the presence of interfering signals
originating in space itself, the earth and the electronic equip-
ment, is the other half of the carrier to noise ratio. For a high
quality picture, one with no noise present in the picture, there
must be a minimum carrierto noise ratio. That numberwillvary
between 7 (dB) and 10 (dB) depending upon the receiver's in-
ternal circuits.

The ratio, carrier to noise, is the result of taking a measure-
ment of the signal with a meter device, and then taking a sec-
ond measurement of the amount of noise in the receiver sys-
tem. These two measurements are done in decibel oower
units and with the appropriate instruments you end up with 2
decibel (dB) numbers. There needs to be 7 (10) more dBs of
signal than noise for our receive system to work properly.

The antenna gain, in dB, is passive; that is, the gain
achieved in the antenna is done without electricity or active
amplif ication. Gain created in the system after the antenna, in
the LNA or downconverter or receiver proper is active gain;
this gain is created with circuits operating from electricity. Here
is the key:

All active circuits amplify both the noise and the signal
present, and the amplif ication itself adds additional
noise to the carrier to noise ratio present. Why?
Because all electronically-operated circuits create their

own noise, no matter how good the circuits may be. One entire
segment of the TVRO system, the LNA, has been designed
around minimizing the noise contribution to the system. In a
TVRO system, reducing the noise content is a prime consider-
ation and special amplif ication devices (called GaAs-FETs)
are selected for that very purpose.

lf an active stage, in the LNA, downconverter, or receiver
wil l increase both the noise and the signal, and in the process
of amplif ication the noise wil l actually increase slightly more
than the signal increases, how then do we increase the carrier
to noise ratio without adding more noise? The answer is the
antenna.

The satellite antenna reflector intercepts signal from the
satellite itself. Think of the reflector surface as a sail in the
wind; a larger sail catches more wind than a smaller sail. A
larger antenna reflector surface catches more satellite signal
than a smaller antenna reflector surface. Additionally, be-
cause of the focusing or beamwidth properties of the antenna
reflector, as the antenna reflector surface is made larger and
larger, the amount of noise captured by the reflector actually
diminishes. Therefore, when you trade a 6 foot reflectorfor a 4
foot reflector, you are increasing the signal at the same time
you are decreasing the noise. This follows through for any in-
crease in antenna size; a larger reflector captures more signal
and less noise than a smaller reflector.

There is no way to increase the carrier to noise ratio other
than increasing the passive gain of the antenna. Adding more
system gain, electronic gain created by active electricity dri-
ven circuits, after the antenna increases the noise and the sig-
nal at the same time and by act of active amplification also de-

creases the carrier to noise ratio because each amplifier stage
or section adds additional noise to the composite signal plus
noise package.

This is basic to any TVRO receive system regardless of the
type of receiver design employed. However, the carrier to
noise relationship, which is the key to producing high quality
pictures from space, becomes more complex in a BDC (block
downconversion) system. Let's see why.

Run and Split
The carrier to noise ratio (CNR) is maintained in a system

right up to a section of the receiver called the demodulator.
This is after the antenna, the LNA, the downconverter/block
converter, the receiveramplifier, the receiverfilters, and a host
of other receiver circuits including the AGC (automatic gain
control). lt is important to remember that the original FM format
of the uplink transmitted signal remains intact, just as it leaves
the uplink antenna, all the way to the input to the demodulator
section of the receiver proper in your system.

This means that any processing you do of the signal, prior
to the demodulator, can and wil l have impact upon the carrier
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In this example two-receiver BDC distribution system, receiver two has additional l ine
amplif ier and wll l have five separate noise contribution points while receiver one wil l have four
points noise contribution points.

to noise ratio. Also, recall that each time you amplify a signal
using an active electricity-driven circuit you are contributing
(new) additional noise to the composite signal + noise pack-
age. ldeally, a system would be designed so that you extract
picture and sound from the composite signal before you did
any amplif ication at all since all amplif ication adds (and dis-
torts) to the noise originally present.

The primary gain in any system is the antenna gain. As we
saw, gain added after the antenna trades off more noise for
more gain. In a BDC system, the lure of BDC is that an entire
block or group of transponders are treated simultaneously by
the conversion and amplication process. And this allows the
installer/user to independently access individual transponders
with individual receivers each connected to a common an-
tenna.

Alas, there is a price to be paid here.
The concept behind BDC systems is that by downconvert-

ing the full 500 MHz satell i te frequency (downlink) band from
its original 3,70014,2O0 MHz range to a lower lF range, the new
lF band can be amplif ied and signal-voltage-split again and
again to drive a coaxial cable distribution network serving mul-
tiple receiver locations. We diagram that for you here.

No i se ' vs 'No i se
There are two separate types or categories of noise in a

system such as this. You might characterize source A as:
Noise caused by a lack of signal, and you might charac-
terize source B as: noise caused by an abundance of
s ignal .
What is that all about?
When the carrier to noise ratio at the antenna is too small,

there is a shortage of carrier (and therefore an abundance of
noise) in the system. We see that type of noise as Sparklies or
we see tearing edges on sharply defined images on the screen
accompanied by picture ' j i tter'. The solution to this sorl of pic-
ture is a larger antenna.

When the carrier to noise at the antenna is adequate, but
within the system between the LNA input and the demodulator
(stage) input there is excessive amplif ication, the systems pic-
tures suffer because the carrier to noise ratio suffers from the
amplif ication-added noise. This type of noise can be seen as a
fine-grain which is most apparent at close viewing distances.

Sparklies are caused by an init ial lack of signal and the cure
is a larger antenna, or in marginal situations, a lower noise
LNA. Fine-grain noise is caused by a noise build-up created
within the receiver/cable distribution system and the cure is
the subject of this report.

Noise Factor
Every amplif ier stage within a system has some measure-

able noise factor. In the LNA world. we measure the noise fac-
tor by using the Kelvin temperature scale. So much noise
equals some equivalent amount of noise temperature (such as
100'K). ln virtually all other sections of the system, we meas-
ure noise on another scale called noise figure. Here, the mea-
surement  is  done in dB once again.

Both systems have a common heritage and actually it is the
scale of measurement that differs and not the approach to the
measurement. In either degrees K or dB a lower noise number
means a better circuit. ldeally, there would be 0 degrees K or 0
dB noise in an amplif ier. No such ideal amolif ier has ever been
created and in fact none will ever be created since the motion
of (electrical) molecules in a circuit sets atoms into motion and
that motion creates noise all by itself.

With appropriate measurement equipment, it is possible to
determine the amount of noise in a circuit or amplif ier stage.
LNAs routinely are subjected to this type of measurement;
that's where the noise factor (85 degrees K, 100 degrees K,
etc) specification or rating comes from. The same type of mea-
surement is just as important in our balance-of-receive-sys-
tem equipment as well. But, unfortunately, such measure-
ments are not always performed on the balance of a system

I -
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and with no such numbers stated on the unit or in the literature,
the job of the system planner can be quite difficult. Let's see
why, and what problems we can get ourselves into when we
don't know enough aboutthe equipmentwe areworking with.

Noise Build-Up
There are two system-design foes faced by every builder of

a cable television system:
1) Noise build-up, and,
2) Cross-modulation
Both have a common root and as the distinctions between

cable TV and TVRO blur, we are starting to run into both prob-
lems with our shared antenna or BDC systems as well. Most
TVRO practitioners have never heard of noise build-up nor
cross-mod. Consider this your first lesson in both.

Remember that each time a signal is passed through an
amplifier, the signal gets stronger and the noise gets stronger.
The amplification circuits cannot distinguish between true sig-
nal and noise so both are amplified equally. lf we amplily the
signal 20 dB, we amplify the noise 20 dB as well. The saving
factor here is that the signal was stronger than the noise to
begin with so when each increase by 20 dB the ratio between
the signal, and the noise, should not change. Only the amount
of signal, and the amount of noise, changes. But the ratio, on
paper or in theory, stays essentially the same.

Each amplifier stage has its own noise factor. lt imparts
some of that noise factor to the noise already present in the
amplification process. The change is slight, but in a series of
amplif iers there is a build up of additional noise as the signal is
amplif ied, amplif ied again, and re-amplif ied.

Let's assume we have a 10 dB carrier to noise ratio in the
first amplifier stage input, after the LNA. That would normally
be in the input to the downconverter. Let's assume something
that is valid only for this discussion and the downconverter
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adds no noise of its own, but merely shifts the frequency of the
signal from the GHz band to a new lF band of say950 (to 1450)
MHz. Now we have a BDC distribution system consisting of
some number of amplif iers, splitters, and taps. Our BDC down-
converter shifts the input frequency downward, on its way to
the 950-1450 MHz region. We diagram that for you here.

The cable losses are quite high at 950 (-1450) MHz so we
need some amplif iers to carry the signal through the high loss
cable and to reach our more distant TVRO receivers con-
nected to the system. Without much thought, we select a
handful of 20 dB gain BDC lF amps and proceed to wire up the
system. At the end of the l ine, our pictures look grainy; they
have a fine-dot type of noise which looks l ike a fi lm laying over
the top of the video. The closer you get to the screen, the more
the noise stands out.

lf we could measure our carrier to noise ratio, we would
quickly see what has happened here. In the process of select-
ing our 950-1450 MHz 20 dB gain l ine amplif iers, we have cho-
sen amplifiers with too high an internal noise factor. We have
totally ignored a basic law of cable system plant design.

When We Double The Amplif iers
A strange, but predictable, thing occurs when you staft

sticking amplif iers in a l ine or row on a cable distribution plant.
Each time you double the number of amplif iers in the series or
l ine, the noise factor increases by a significant amount. In a
standard cable TV plant, engineers know that if they have a
certain signal .to noise (their equivalent of our carrier to noise)
ratio of 48 dB when they start out, after two amplifiers the sig-
nal to noise wil l be 3 dB worse, or 45 dB. After four amplif iers,
the signal to noise wil l be another 3 dB worse of 42 dB. Each
time the number of amplif iers is doubled, the signal to noise
ratio typically goes down by 3 dB. In other words, the noise
from the amplif iers doubles in a predictable way as the number
of amplif iers itself doubles.

A careful study of our existing BDC systems, a simple DBS
system, wil l reveal the following:

1) Most BDC downconverters have an amplifier stage
built into the downconverter. The downconverter con-
sists of a mixer driven by a fixed frequency oscillator,

and then after the frequency conversion, a stage (or
more) of signal amplif ication for the new lF signal(s);
whether they are 400-900, 950- 1 450 or scme other cho-
sen lF range.
2) Inside the receiver, typically indoors of course, we
have an input stage which consists of another lF
amplif ier stage. Like the unit outdoors in the downcon-
verter/LNB, this lF stage adds gain and some noise to
the system equation.
Even before we start off with adding new, external BDffiF

amplif iers along the cable to get the signal inside anOWhe
various TVRO receivers connected to the syslem; we have
two stages of lF amplification in the systdm. That means we
have degraded or reduced the carrier to noise ratio in the sys-
tem with our lF amplif ication unavoidably.

Now, fortunately for us, the contribution of noise in a fre-
quency modulated system (i.e.,a system which is processing
and passing signals which are FM rather than AM) is signifi-
cantly more manageable,than the cable TV people find things.
This means we can be more tolerant of noise sources. lt does
not mean we can ignore the degradation of noise coming from
lF l ine amplif iers. In fact, you can use this rule of thumb:

"lf you can see a fine grain type of noise on the pictures,
you know that you have a system (downconverter, line-
amplif ier, or receiver) amplif ier noise figure problem.
There is an accumulation of noise factor in the system
and no amount of improvement in the LNA noise tem-
perature nor in antenna gain wil l resolve this problem."
And then there is cross-modulation. Every amplif ier stage

is designed to have a certain amount ol gain. Let's call i t 10 dB
since many of the small cable amplif iers created for TVRO dis-
tribution have this amount of gain. Gain alone is not the only
criteria we must be concerned with, however.

1) Every amplif ier unit is rated in its gain abil ity.
2) Every amplif ier unit is rated in noise figure or factor.
3) Every amplif ier is rated for its maximum output.
Maximum output is the potential culprit. Here's why.
An amplifier uses transistors which have a certain amount

of gain, when placed in a specified circuit, over a given
(specified) frequency range or band. The transistor(s) in the
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BpC receiver package has several amplif ier stages built into basic syst€m so any l ine amps
added to cable l ine are adding to basic noise levels already present.
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amplif ier has a specified operating voltage (such as 12 volts
DC) and a specified operating current. The sum of the operat-
ing voltage and the operating current equals power. For exam-
ple, 12 volts operating voltage and 20 mils operating current
equals 12x2Q or  240. In th is  case,  i t  happens to be .240 of  a
watt. This numerical sum is the total amount of oower which
the transistor wil l dissippate or turn into heat in the amplif ica-
tron orocess.

Why should you care about the heat? No, not because heat
causes equipment to quit.

The transistor in the amplif ier has maximum ratings. Let's
say the operating current in the transistor stage changed.
Rather than being 20 mils, it suddenly became 30 mils. Now
the transistor is dissipating .360 watts of heat. That's a 50 per-
cent increase. What happens given this change in operating
condition? The transistor may break, and like a fuse wil l snap
or melt. lt is important, then, that the specified operating condi-
tions be maintained and not exceeded if we want the amplif ier
to function as it was designed to function.

Now suppose that we do something else with that amplif ier
which we should not do-like overdrive the amplif ier. What
does that mean?

Just as the amplif ier has a specified power dissipation rat-
ing, it also has a maximum output power rating. Perhaps the
output  rat ing is  +30 dBmV. and the ampl i f ier  has. l  0  dB of
gain.  That  s imply means that  lF +30 is  the maximum output
allowed, and we wil l amplify the signal fed into the amplif ier by
10 dB,  the maximum input  the ampl i f ier  wi l l  s tand is  +20
dBmV. How's that?

So how do you avoid this problem? You overdrive an
amplif ier, go into the amplif ier with too much signal, by placing
an amplif ier too close to a preceding amplif ier. You would not
connect two amplif iers together, back to back for example, be-
cause in doing so the output of the first amplif ier would be too
strong to pass through the second amplfier, be amplif ied by 10
dB, and not come out at a stronger signal level than the second
amplif ier was capable of handling.

In an AM or standard TV distribution system, when you
make this mistake you see the video from one TV signal being
super-imposed on top of the video from another TV signal.
Typically, the video (modulation) from the strongest TV signal
passing through the amplif ier marries itself to the video signal
of the weaker signals going through the same amplif ier.

ln an FM system, the kind we have in TVRO, having too
much amplif ication and therefore exceeding the rated output
of an amplif ier stage (whether it is in a l ine amplif ier or in a re-
ceiver proper) creates a slightly different type of visual prob-
lem-pseudo-sparklies.

When an amplif ier is overdriven in the FM service, we see
pictures that should be clear and sharp take on a noisy ap-
pearance not unlike what we have if we are trying to squeeze
by with too small an antenna. The noise part of the received
composite signal 'shotguns' on top of the stereo and the pic-
ture degrades quickly.

This overdriving condition can occur at the receiver or it
may happen back at an amplif ier in the l ine between the re-
ceiver and the antenna. lf you are using receivers with an ad-
justable lF gain control, or with an input RF attenuator, you
should f irst check for overdriving at the receiver by simply turn-
ing down the gain or attenuator control at the receiver. How-

An ampl i f ier stage or unit  is l ike a bucket of
water. . .

when the capacity of the amplifier is exceeded,
the excess simply ' runs over ' .

'e6

ever, if this does not work, it is not proof that you are not over-
driving. lf the overdriving (cross-modulation) is occuring in a
line amplif ier ahead of the receiver itself, turning down the gain
or increasing the attenuation at the receiver wil l not cure the
problem. The problem must be corrected (by reducing the
amplif ier output level) at the stage or unit where it is occuring.

Here is a sequence of steps to try when troubleshooting a
suspected overdrive situation :

1) Reduce the receiver gain with its input lF gain control
and/or its input (lF) attenuator.

2) Remove a l ine amplif ier, especially one that may be
too closely spaced to the amplif ier ahead of it in the sys-
Iem.

3) Check your operating voltage on the cable l ine; if i t is
higher than the l ine amplif ier requires, you may be ex-
ceeding the power dissipation rating on an amplif ier and
therefore changing the amplif ier operating condition(s).

4) Take a fixed attenuator, equal to 25 to 50% of the
gain rating of a l ine amplif ier (ie. 10 dB pad for a 20 dB
amplif ier) and try placing it at the input of each line
amplif ier between the receiver and the origination point
for the block lF signal (ie. output of downconverter of
LNB). Note that the pad must be power passing and be
capable of functioning at the operating frequency of the
block lF.

In each case, your concern is that you are not overdriving
an amplif ier stage, giving it too much signal to amplify and
therefore exceeding its output rating. Remember that the re-
ceiver has an lF amplif ier stage at its input and this amplif ier
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The amplif ier's output rating is the numerical
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stage can exhibit the same type of overdrive condition as a line
amplifier located along the coaxial cable itself.

Too much signal, then, can be just as troublesome as too
little signal when you are dealing with any active (electricity-
operated) gain or amplifier stage. The symptoms (ie. picture
that results) can also be very similar leading the installer to
make an incorrect assumption about the cure to the problem
(additional gain wil l definently not solve this one!) In fact, a
number of packaged systems now available to dealers are
especially susceptible to overdrive and require special care
when install ing. The Uniden 7000 unit, for example, can be
overdriven if you use a 50 dB gain range LNA and also close-
space or short-space the LNB or downconverter to the re-
ceiver proper.

ln this situation, the engineers designing the Uniden sys-
tem planned for a minimum amount of cable loss or attenua-
tion between the output of the downconverter and the inout to
the receiver proper. Their gain stages between the LNA/LNB
and the demodulator section of the receiver were created
based upon that minimum amount of loss. When an installa-
tion adds additional gain and/or has less than the planned for
cable loss from outdoors to indoors, the,receiver is overloaded
by the signal voltage present. The carrier to noise ratio, the ul-
timate measurement of picture quality, is degraded by the
overdrive condition and noisy pictures result.

Line amplif iers, then, should be used sparingly, when re-
quired but not as a cure-all to BDC system cable losses. There
is such a thing as too much system gain and the installer who
tacks on unneeded line amplif iers is causing himself and his
customers needless problems. There is one more problem re-
lated to l ine amplif iers to note:

All l ine amplif iers wil l have a minimum (and maximum)
specified l ine operating powering voltage. A 12 volt minimum
is common while others state they must have 18 volts (DC) to
opergte properly.

Line amplif iers do not suddenly quit working, as a rule,
when the l ine powering voltage drops to a below-specified-
minimum level. Rather, the amplif ier characteristics change.

For example:
'l 
) Low line voltage can reduce the output capability of a

line amp (ie. where the specified output is +30 dBmV,
the actual permissible output now becomes + 26
dBmV). lf you are pushed into a corner and must oper-
ate a line amp on below-specified line voltage, also re-
duce (pad) the input signal to cut back on the total output
available, thereby reducing the heat generated by the
amplif ier stage.
2) Low line voltage can raise the noise figure of the l ine
amp, in some cases very quickly. You will see this in-
crease in amplif ier noise as ariincrease in fine-grain,
busy (noise) in the background of the picture. Two pos-
sible solutions here; raise the DC operating (l ine) vol-
tage to a safe level, or substitute another brand/model of
line amp that is capable of operating at reduced (DC)
line voltage.

Don't be afraid to measure the DC line voltage with a VOM
when you have stretched the cable out and are using an un-
usually high amount of cable. Depending upon the configura-
tion of the BDC distribution system, you may also be suffering
from too-low voltage at the LNA/LNB/downconverter as well,
compounding your problems.

A less common problem is too high a l ine (DC)voltage for
the l ine amplif iers. Remember that you are l ine powering your
BDC equipment from the lF input on the receiver proper. The
voltage (and maximum current) available here is established
by the receiver's internal power supply. Not all l ine amplif iers
operate within the same voltage range as the receiver pro-
vides so before you start an installation, check the available
voltage from the receiver to insure that it is within the voltage
window specified for the l ine amplif ier.

"Pay tun"  t t t  Ahn Ma- .
Iho.yPerrLns Ve.a Ine b t/
es  r r983rAf re ra22.vea '  eS"  -a

n!rderer Norma. Eates
f e r u r n s r o h s r o r e b o d n 9
home ony 1o be suspecled

6*t*f$"*
t 

't"tr"q

q{trw
.r$.�)

at =t*;
You can call toll frs for Vl$@ or Mastercard@ ordsr (3ub- scrlptlon ordsrs only),
1(800)43&2020. N.c. Restdents 1(704)4s2-e673.
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THE BEST GETS

Ktlul-Tronics, the com-
pany known for QUALITY &
PRICINC, now offers a com-
plete l ine of Trans Series
Mesh Antennas.
The Trans-8 & Trans-6 join the Trans-
10X (1 2 nb design) and the equal lv
hot sel l ing Trans-10 (18 r ib designl .

The two-step rib
assemblv assures the
fastest instal lation in the
industrv.

The Tfons Series contlnues the
Trqdltlon of Ercellence Found
in The llovo Stnlnless Steel
Antenn||sl

Kf,oL-TROlllCS, lJlC. -
Rt.2 .  BoxB37 .  RichiandCenter ,Wl5358l '  608/647'8902

REGIONAL OFFICES: Kaui .Tronlcs Rocky Mounta ln,  4919 North
Broadway, Boulder, CO 80302, Phone (303) 530'3422

Kaul-Tronlcs W€st,4295 Unlt D
South Arvil le Sl., Las Vegas

NV 89103, Phone (702) 362-5816
Kaul-Tronics Southeast,

Sui te One,  1700 Cumber land Poln l
SE,  Mar let ta,  GA 30067
Phone (404) 955-6682

BETTER!
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IHE NOSI
Ku READY

SAIE11IIE IU
sY$Erlrl
THETUIIO1E
UIDEUORID.
Luxor has been Ku ready lorLg before the

rest of the world ever heard of sat-ellite television.
Then came the eighties when we intro-

duced America to its first Ku and ,

$#tl$lJflck 
receir,er: Luxor's {ux'q

Today there's a frill line
of Luxor Svstems. Like
our 9995, designed as an
inexpersive stand alone
or for multiple television
irstallations.

And no\ / the Luxor
9900-the world's easi-
est to use Satellite Tele-

Luxor Ku Antennas.
vision System.

Call Luxor at
r-800-245-9995

9570 Mark II Block Receiver

9900 Block Receiver

fuxoR'
Lnror of Sca nd i na ao.

The AitXhpktne of Sate\kte Tel,eubi,on.



Technical

by Hugh G.

The Site
The requi rements for  the s i te  are very min imal ,  s imply a

clear view of the southern sky. lf horizon to horizon tracking is
required and a 10'lowest elevation angle is assumed, then we
require a clear view from about 265'in azimuth which is ap-
proximately due west to 96.5" azimuth which is about east. No
bui ld ings,  t rees,  etc . ,  should b lock th is  arc.  Once th is  s imple
requirement is met, any site wil l be satisfactory.

The setting up of the antenna structure on the site, how-
ever, is an rmportant matter. ln order that the mount tracks the
satell i te belt correctly, a number of important directions and di-
mensions are requi red.

1) Determination of true north. Magnetic north
is not good enough. True north must be estab-
lished by the method of the surveyors. The one
used at York Castle Avenue was the tracking of
the star Polaris during its nocturnal movements.
After several hours of this, true north was estab-
lished and pegs set up as markers.

2) The column or support must be vertical.
Since all the calculations and adjustments of an-
gles depend upon the assumption that north is
true north and vertical is true vertical, these two
(2) parameters must be established accurately.

3) The angle a + A is the ti l t of the axis and

Brand

needs to be set up correctly. This angle can be set
up accurately by measuring lengths and adjusting
heights, using the standard methods used by sur-
veyors.

4) The offset angle. Thls offset angle actually
causes the dish to look at the satell i te and does
not miss any satell i te in its tracking across the
sate l l i te  bel t .  This  is  angle F in  Appendix 3:2.  Here
again this angle can be accurately set by Iinear
measurements, using the standard tools of the
surveyor.

Appendix 4:1 shows the st ructura l  design for  the mount
and foundation. lt is shown that the foundation is mass con-
crete to resist overturning and this worked out to be a 7 foot 6
inch square by 4 foot deep mass concrete base. No great
amount of steel is required, since the requirements are for
weight, to resist overturning.

It is important that a good electrical ground be established
and there is no better way than the insertion of a ground wire or
plate in the excavation before concrete is poured and a lead
taken out to make connections to the structure and eventually
to the electronic equipment. lt is important that another electri-
cal ground be not established at the equipment end and that
one ground only be used. Ground loops wil l be caused if two
grounds which are l ikely to have different potentials are used.

Jqmqicon 7-Meler Dish
Pqrl lU

Appendix 4:1
STRUCTURAL DESIGN -  MOUNT & FOUNDATTON

(a) Mount
Diameter of dish
Prn ion tod  aroo

Wind speed (unexpected gusts)
Pressure by wind
Mesh surface say 70% voids
. ' .  W ind fo rceond i sh
Force on bolts and pivots
Bolt area required in tension

O n e 3 S  d i a b o l t
One 3 B" d ia bol t  in  s ingle shear -

One 3 B" d ia bol t  bear ing in
3  16  ' p l a te

23TI
414ft2
60 mph
0.0026 x 602 :9.36 lb / in2

4 1 4 x 9 . 3 6 x 0 . 3 - 1 1 6 3 1 b
1163t4 -  291 tb
2 9 1 / 1 8 0 0  : 0 . 0 1 6  i n 2

0 .1  104  i n2  0  K
0.55x2240 .=1232]b O K

0 . 7  x 2 2 4 0  : 1 5 6 8 l b o K

Weight of dish 200 kg
Framework at rear of dish
R H S stanchion
C G of parabolic :0.6 of depth
Distance f rom surface to f ulcrum

. ' .  Tota l  arm

Moment at base due to eccentricity
Assume 3 ft deep base

Tota lheight
Moment at base due to wind

Total moment at base

- 441|b
: 6 0 t b
=  1  1 6 | b
= 0.6 x 4.35 f t  -  2 .61 l I
- 2.08 ft. (lrom drawing)
= 4.69 f t .

:501 x 4.69 -  2350 f t  lb

: 3  +  1 2 . 5  : 1 5 . 5 f t
:  1  163  x  15 .5  :  18027  f t  l b
:  2350 + 18027:2o377f l lb

Tota l501 lb
T o t a l 6 1 7 l b
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Appendix 4:1

Try 6" x 6" x 1/+" Hollow section (welded)

WT per  f t  run :  19.4 lb ,  Area :  5 .72in2,

Z:  10.5,  t * "  :  tyy :  2 .35

" ' .11r  (12.5x12x2)12.35:128 pc=3.4STt in2

fc 6171224Ox5.72:0.048

fb" 20377110.5x2240 : 0.0866 Pbc : 1O.S

fc fbc J 0.048 0.866

E* pb,  P , *  
*  

r *  
:  0 .0 '139+0.082

o.oe6 >1

Total overturning moment
Base say 6'.0 x 6'.0 x 3'.0

Stanchion

Total direct load

20377 tt rb (9.0 T)
6.9 Tons
0.4

Moment

F O S

P : W

A

= w c
= M :  9 . 0 t 7 . 3 : 1 . 2 3 t t

W

/ . i J  I  OnS

7.3x319.0 :2.43OK

7.3 19.0f 6

36 6x62

-0 .202I0 .25

t M
2

. ' . 6 " x 6 " x 1 / q "  O K

Total direct load
Dish
Stanchion 12.35 x 31

say
Try 6' .0 x 6' -0 x 3' -0 Base

:  500 lb
: 383 rb-883 

h
900 rb

O K 6 ' x  6 ' x  3 '  deep

1:3:6 Concrete

Total overturning moment : 2350 + 18027 : 20977 ttlb
: 9.0 Ton/ft

7a" Gusset Plate

18"x 18"x Tz" Base Plate

Total load :  6.9 + 0.4
eccentricity :9.017.3

Factor of Safety against overturning

7 . 3 x 3  : 2 . 4 3 O K
I

Pmax without uplift
: 3 x 1 . 1 1 x . 5 x P : 7 . 3

Prn""  :7 .3 x/3 x 1.1 1 x.5 =4.38T/so.  f t .
Assuming a soil pressure of 2.ST/sq. ft.
Permissable :  2 .5x 1.5 :  3 .75
Increase the base size to
approximately 7'.6"square

2" cover- l F
3/e" Q @'|'0"

: (0.40Ton)
:  15552 lb.  = 6.9 T
:7.3 Tons
:1 .23 t r .

6"x 6" RHS

T
I

3'-0"

I+
4 No.3/a"x 18"

H D Bolts

3 / a " A @ 1 2 " C T R S
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Appendix 4:1

6"x 6" RHS

Conc. Plinth

Base Plate

7a" Fillet Weld

4No.3/q" x 18" H.D. Bolts

7'�-6"

taking moment about T

19.1 x 103 + +.0 x228.6
57.72kN

l- r, -l- s,, 4- 6,, -----+- 6,, ----t
346.75

T  -  5 7 . 7 2 - 4  -  5 3 . 7 2 k N

Handbook page 702. Use 2 x 3/q" diameler black bolts.
Maximum allowable concrete oressure 3200 kN/m2

T. S

+

15" (381 mm) --{

:  130 N/m2 
mfco 

15 x 3,2 x 381
.  N A  : 1 0 2 . 7 4 N m

:  32  N ,m '  m fc+ fs  15  x  3 .2  +  130

and if width of base is a,:r

- \ r  :  57.72x 103 x 2 351 mm -  14in.
1 0 2 7 4 x 3 . 2 x 1 0 3

center of compression of triangular distribution

: 4o,2 74
:  34.25 Nm

53.72x.2286 :

)
12.28 x 106

say 1 8"
12.28 kN/m

130 N/m2

1 3 0

900lb. (4km)
14 @ 69lb. - f t .  (19-10 km)

Mmax -
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7m TVRO TERMINAL

SCHEDULE 1 _ MAIN ASSEMBLIES SUPPLIEDAppendix 4:1

9.45 x 104 (Nm4)

bd2 -  e.7 x 3052 19,69 x 104
^ ^
o o

b  -  1 /2 " ,d  :  12 "  (OK)o rb  :  3 /a " ,  Z  -  14 .76x1O4Nm4
Gausset

9 x 6 0 % + 9 . 1 x 1 0 5
Forceongausse t  :  

Z  1S0
: 3 2 k N

Length of weld - 9"

Z

228.6mm

force per mm run
--  32 -  0.140 kN/m

2Ia.a
HandbookpageT4 l  Use l /q f i l l e twe ld

Z>
No. Off DESCRIPTION

ACS
SKETCH #

1

'I

1

30

4

30

30

1

60 pcs,

Column assembly c/w pin

and bolt

"U" bracket assembly c/w

polar axis adjustment plate,

fixing bolts, earth angle ad-
justment assembly, idler

sprockets, motor, gearbox,

drive sprocket, and roller

chain.

Dish support structure c/w

chain guide

Antenna support frame

Parabolic trusses

1/8"  Aluminum plate 12"  d ia.

Truss support channels

Truss stiffeners

LNA/feedhorn support

structure c/w with 4 No.

struts.

112" x0.081 Aluminum mesh

cut to sector sizes (1 wide

part and 1 narrow part per

sector)

1 109/Sht .1

1 109/Sht .5

1 109/Sht .

1 109/Sht .

1 4

1 8

Erection And Commissioning
a) Erection - Erect as directed below all the components
listed in attached schedule 1.

1 .  M O U N T
(1)  Mount  column on prepared foundat ions,  a l ign to NS

direction as directed by surveyor.
(2) Fit U bracket on column assembly, check NS alignment.
(3) Adjust U bracket to precisely 18.42" and lock with earth

angle adjustment.
(4) Fit dish support frame c/w chain guide to U bracket and

check alignment.
(5) Fit motor, gearbox, and chain, energise and check

rotation of dish support frame, and that center l ine of DSF
tracks the satell i te belt.

2 .  D ISH
(1) Rotate dish support structure to maximum vertical

position and fit antenna support frame.
(2) Adjust antenna adjustment bolt assembly to obtain offset

angle of precisely 2'74'.
(3) Fit trusses to lower half of ring of antenna support f rame.
(4) Fit center plate, periphery support channels, and truss

stiffeners and bolt uo.
Repeat (3) and (4) for other half of antenna by rotating
dish support structure to other extremity.
Fit LNA/feedhorn struts and support assembly.
Fit narrow part of mesh to trusses, using special screws
and screw gun, each piece to butt over 1 " width of truss.
Fit wide part of mesh to trusses as in (7).
Note: Trusses and mesh must not be walked uoon

under any circumstances.
Adjust LNA/downconverter/f eedhorn assembly to 7-6
feet from center of dish surface.

(5)

(6)
(7)

(8)

(e)
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General lnstrument ls The Name
That Guarantees You A Better Reception

In the TVRO Market

General Instrument's industry
leadership is your customer's
guarantee of superior performance
from high quality products...
and all at popular prices!

GENERAL
INSTRUMENT

Write for complete product data:
General Instrument
RF Systems Division

2350 West River Park Drive, Suite 500
Tucson, AZ 857451(602) 575-5600

65 Waverlv St./Delhi. Ontario' 
Canada t!+A t e Al(Slgt S 82-0710

\

;, ' l
r . i ! ! .  - r r . :  i - ;  i

When you sell a Satellite TV
System from General Instrument
you're selling over 30 years'
experience in manufacturing
quality TV reception products.

SYSTEM 1000... Full featured block
downconversion receiver for
independent channel selection from
a single dish antenna in mult iple
receiver installations. Comolete with
infrared remote control.

The General lnstrument mesh dish
offers outstanding performance,
simplif ied installation and durable,
yet lightweight construction. . . and
it 's UPS shippable.

SYSTEM 950. . . Block downconversion
technology in an attractively styled low
cosl pacKage.



3.  ELECTRICAL (4)
(1 ) Lay cables supplied in prepared trench per cable

schedule, labell ing each end with reference numoer.
(2)  Al l jo ints  to be soldered,  taped,  and , ,gooked, ,wi th (5)

compound.
(3) Tape and "gook" all outdoor connections.
(4) Ground LNA cables at both ends of trench.
(5) Earth mount metalwork.
(6) Before installation, check and note for reference

current drawn by LNA. (6)
(7) Before installation, check LNA for operation by lamp

test. (7)
(B) Align rotator control 1g0o f rom stop.
(9) Erect 1 15 volts WP outlet on column. (8)
(10)  Put  a l l  cables on base in WP t runkinq.  (9)
(1 1)  Erect  l ight  ref lect ing paper sensors on chain guide.  

NOTES:
( 1 )

b)coMMtsstoNtNG
(1) Arrange scaffolding so that adjustments can be

made to LNA lassembly while watching signal meter
and TV set.

(2) Position dish to Satcom F5 and rotate polarotor for
strongest signal on meter.

(3) Move LNA/feedhorn assembly in/out for change in
signal level.

7M TVRO TERMINAL.

When maximum in/out position found, measure
from feedhorn opening to exact center of dish.
Measure diameter across 2 diameters.
Move LNA assembly left/right. lf max signal is not
from center, measure positions from dish surface ro
calculated focus position. lf corresponding
positions are not equal, it means that some
members are not parabolic. They wil l have to
be taken down and fixeo.
Move assembly up/down. lf max signal is not from
center, do as in (6).
lf okay, proceed to tracking with other satell i tes
viz: F3, F4, etc.
Fit photocell.
Earth equipment pit mount.

Dish support f ixing consist of four bolts, two shon
ones for pivots and two long ones for adjustments.
Ensure that :

(a) The pivot's bolts are sufficiently packed
with f lat washers, so that the shanks are
secure between the plates of 8" x 3" f rame
and the dish fixing plate.

(b) The adjusting botts are adjusted to give
the same offset as presently obtained with
the surveyorsJ lG.

SCHEDULE 2 _ CABLES TO BE INSTALCED UNDERGROUND

REF. FUNCTION TYPE METHOD FROM TO REMARKS

A1 S igna l , 4  GHz Hel iax Direct burial LNA Sat. Receiver Joint  in  middle

A2a Signal ,  TOMHz RG59 Condu i t , 2 " LNA/DC Sat. Receiver One cable

A2b LNA Powering 3C, screened Condui t ,2" LNA/DC Sat. Receiver Same condui t

D Supply to drive motor 1 1 0/0076 2x3C
Circular PVC

Direct burial Control box,
shack

Drive motor,

Polarotor control 40100764c,
Circular PVC

Direct burial Control panel,
shack

Polarotor,
Antenna

D1,D2 Limit switches 40100762x3C,
Circular  PVC

Direct burial Control panel,
shack

Chain guide,
Antenna

E Photocell
ampl i f ier

4O|OQ762x3C,
Circular PVC

Direct burial Control panel,
shack

Main Column,
Antenna

F Spare 25 pr .  Tel .
Cable

Direct burial Shack Antenna

S u p p l y t o l l 5 v
outlet

1 1 0/0076 3C
Circirlar PVC

Direct burial Panel  in
shack

Outlet on
column

H 70 MHz lFfor
test

11LfCY Condu i t , 2 ' Sat. Receiver Ant location Testing
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Scrambling

"lf you grovel in the dirt long enough, sooner or later you
may find a nugget." Such is the l ife of the TVRO dealer who is
faced with coping in a scrambled environment.

For many months, the TVRO industry has been awash with
rumors and suggestions concerning i l legal descrambling
equipment. "Give me $200 and I wil l hand you back a de-
scrambler which wil l descramble anything!" said the tall, thin
man carrying a battered briefcase at the January CES show.
He was serious and well intentioned, even if he didn't have the
slightest inkling about the problems facing TVRO. The woods,
and show floors, are fi l led with people who mean well but who
cannot deliver. There is a belief, a conviction, that anything
one man can scramble, another man can unscramble. Let's
see just what the odds are of somebody breaking the present
scrambling codes. As a dealer, you need to understand where
these wild claims of bootleg descramblers are coming from
and decide for yourself just how much credence you should
give to such claims.
Basics First

There are two distinct problems associated with the de-
scrambling of the TVRO feeds: problems legal and problems
technical. The legal problems are quite straightforward. Any-
one who attempts to sell units designed to decode a satell i te
transmission without the authorization of the programmer
doing the encoding faces some very stiff civil and criminal
fines and penalties. There is jail t ime associated with such ac-
tivit ies. There is at least the suggestion that anyone aiding or
abetting such an i l legal act can also face civil and criminal
charges. For example, if we were to describe a complete de-
scrambler to you and tell you how to build such a unit, it is
conceivable that we would end up in the pokey.

"Build the units offshore" is one quick response. That's
fine, but you sti l l  have to sell or deliver them on shore, and the
consumers have to use them on shore. The civil and criminal
sanctions cover on shore use or on shore delivery regardless
of where the units are manufactured.

"Only sell the plans from offshore," is another suggestion.
You sti l l  have the problem of delivering the plans on shore.

"Sell an 'almost-decoder' that will not work as delivered and

then in the instruction manual tell people Do Not Cut This Wire
OR ll legal Reception From HBO Will Result..., is another sug-
gestion. Cute. The courts would waste no time finding that the
intent of the seller was to provide an i l legal descrambling de-
vice contrary to Section 705 of the Communications Act, as re-
vised.,.." So, that is not cute enough.

Then there is the technical side of the problem. Both the
Oak Orion and the M/A-Com encryption (scrambling) systems
use the same basic approach to disrupting the video portion of
the transmission. The technique used to scramble the video is
very unsophisticated. Basically, the synchronization (sync)
signals are clipped (retarded in amplitude) and the video
polarit ies are reversed. To set the video right again, you need
to reshape the sync signals and reinvert the video. That's
about all there is to it.

At least on stock Arunta (brand) receiver does this all by
itself without planning and without mallce. lt did this before
there was a Videocipher product on the market so it would
be diff icult to accuse designer Ed Grotsky of riding on the
coattails of a scrambling system.

The Arunta receiver reprocesses video completely, includ-
ing re-creating sync signals from scratch. Grotskytookthis ap-
proach because he wanted a receiver which performed with
stable pictures even when the signals are weak. He reasoned
it was better to have a noisy, stable picture than a noisy, un-
stable picture. A person is more apt to watch and enjoy a
noisy picture that stays put on the screen than one that jumps
around all of the time.

lf the Arunta receiver does this stock without any intent to
defeat the Videocipher or Oak Orion scrambling system, does
that not suggest that others could do similar things with add-on
or attachment boxes that somehow retrofit into or after a stan-
dard satell i te receiver? ls clear, stable, video just a sync circuit
away?

Oak addressed this concept when they were designing the
Orion system. Remember, the basic video encoding consists
of two elements: clipping or retarding the sync, and inverting
the video polarity. You will also recall that a high percentage of
all satellite receivers come equipped with a video invert switch
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Normal Video Formatl

Video voltages are positive,
sync is at prescribed amplitude

OAK, Videocipher Format:

Video voltages are inverted and
sync is at reduced amplitude

(circuit) built- in. Seemingly, at least half of the video scram-
bling is handled by the proper use of the existing video invert
switch. The remaining part is the sync.

Oak programs their sync inversion so that every few sec-
onds or every few minutes, the video reinverts;what was black
becomes white and vice versa. Their concept is that if they
constantly, but erratically, flip the polarity of the video around,
pretty soon people wil l t ire of getting up and fl ipping their own
video invert switches manually. In the Oak Orion descrambler,
an automatic circuit detects this polarity change in the video
and does the companion invert switching automatically. MiA-
Com simply inverts the video and leaves it inverted. With the
Videocipher system, once you have properly inverted the
video polarity at the receiver to correspond to the incoming
video polarity, you can leave the switch alone.

So, we have another requirement for our clandestine black

box decoder:
1) lt must recreate the sync signals, to replace the reduced
amplitude of the encoded sync signals.
2) lt must track and switch the video polarity of the demod-
ulated video waveform on cue when the incoming waveform is
inverted at the uplink. None of this addresses the audio...at
this point; our objective is to create non-scrambled video only.

Black boxes that oerform what we have described at this
point have a total parts cost of under $12. With power supply
and case, they should sell in the $79 to $99 region in small
quantit ies.

"One possibil i ty is to clearly label the box Video Stabil izer
and in the literature with the unit, state that use of this unit for
the non-authorized reception of scrambled satellite signals is
a violation of Section 705 of the Communications Act, as re-
vised," suggests the would-be entrepreneur. True, there are
many video stabil izer units on the market in the home VCR
field. Some are designed for only one purpose: to defeat tape
security (copy guard) systems employed to keep people from
re-copying taped features without permission. Copying tapes
so protected, however, is not a violation of Section 705.

A press release delivered by overnight air from Anderson
Scientif ic in Rapid City, South Dakota, in early January broke
some ice. The release reoorted that Anderson's resident
creator, Keith Anderson, had broken the M/A-Com and Oak
Orion scrambling code and that Anderson might be offering
their own scrambling system in the near future. From some-
one otherthan Keith Anderson, the announcement might have
been tossed into the waste basket. With Anderson's name on
it, a follow up was in order.

"l resisted sending out that press release," noted Keith. "lt

was a decision made by the new ownership of the company,
and I guess we were simply testing the water."

A clarification of the release subsequently would add that
the Anderson development was a half-development and
perhaps not that exciting after all. What Keith had done was to
correct the video portion of the scrambled signal; you get si-
lent HBO movies and CANCOM feeds but not much else. With
considerable tact, Keith would suggest that there are events
on HBO, for example, which can be enjoyed even if si lent;
major boxing match-ups are an example.

Would Anderson be sell ing a box that does this?
"l doubt it very much. One of the first things we did was turn

a group of high-priced attorneys loose on the problem. After
several weeks of study and many telephone calls, we got their
best advice. "Forget you know how to do this."

The attorneys, as is usually the case, are already making
money with Section 705.

There is one novel thing Keith Anderson has done with his
descrambler. He does have audio recovery, although not yet
perfected, on five of the CANCOM scrambled services on
ANIK D. He hopes to have it on all eight by the SPACE/STTI
show in Las Vegas.

"There are some special applications and some unique cir-
cumstances related to the CANCOM feeds on ANlK," points
out Anderson. "And there is a way to recover the audio from,
say the CBS (WJBK) feed from Detroit, through CANCOM. I
am not yet far enough along to make any kind of statement
about the feasibil i ty of doing the same thing with HBO."

lsn't Anderson on very thin ice here, by designing and
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Our NEW Perforated-Aluminum Dish is
designed to meet your customers needs
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Anderson Suggests:

^ tF tc

Estabf ishing a speciaf satellite feed,
one hour perweek, to be encrypted
with an Anderson Encryption
System.,.

Building universally availabf e
decoders for special feeds which
would also decode other similarly
encryPted feeds.

perhaps offering to share his design knowledge on a device
that is apparently designed expressly to beat the Oak Orion
(and later MiA-Com) descrambler system? Keith is obliged to
follow the expensive legal advice that cost his firm $6,000, but
he suggests a second way to approach the problem.

"ln fact, if a person or f irm was only sell ing a device for the
purpose of defeating a scrambling system, I believe they
would be in deep trouble. But there is another way to ap-
proach this. I hope to find someone out there who is interested
in elfecting medium security of their own transmission(s) via
satell i te. Let's Say somebody with one hour of programming
per week wanted to keep the casual viewer from tuning in. I 'd
supply them with the scrambling box for their uplink transmit-
ter, and whatever number of descramblers they might require
for their network. Our system would be very similar to that em-
ployed by CANCOM for the off-air US feeds they are retrans-
mitting on ANIK D. In fact, anybody employing our scrambling/
descrambling system would find that the same descrambler,
purely by accident of course, worked just f ine with those US
originated feeds on ANIK D as well."

By accident? Anderson smiles.
lsn't that likely to be a violation of some Oak held patent or

patents? "Not at all. Their digitally encrypted audio is a special
format which they may or may not be able to protect with a pa-
tent. We don't care about that technique and, in fact, do not
use it. We leave their digitally encrypted audio alone and
make no effort to recover it. But we still get audio out of their
transmission."

Attendees at the SPACE/STTI show in Vegas, February
19-21, wil l probably have the opportunity to see this happen-
ing in the Anderson Scientif ic booth. The technology wil l not be
for sale, per se. What Anderson wil l be trying to do is to l ine up
some small network interest in what Keith characterizes as a
'medium security system that is cheap.'

Early reaction to the Anderson press release was muted.
"The day the first release appeared in print, we had one tele-
phone call," recalls Keith. "lt came from Showtime!" (Show-

time has been scheduled to begin their scrambling tests on
January 13. They were planning to scramble between 6 AM
and 6 PM daily. The announced start date was moved back to
January 26th because, as Showtime reported, seven per cent
of the cable headends affiliated with Showtime had not re-
ceived their Videocipher l l cable descramblers in time for the
scheduled January 13 start. The West Coast feed for Show-
time was scheduled to begin its 12-hour-per-day testing
around February 9).
The Audio Problem

lf recovering the scrambled video is no big trick and there
are likely to be any number of video stabilizer boxes offered for
sale for this function, what about the audio? Some view the
audio challenge as impenetrable.

The CANCOM audio, which Anderson claims successful
recovery of, is somewhat unique. To say any more would be
giving away how Keith does it. The same sort of audio recov-
ery from services scrambled not with Oak Orion but rather with
the M/A-Com Videocipher is problematical. Suffice it to say that
for those services connected directly to their own baseband
audio and video services at the uplink, clandestine audio re-
covery will have to follow the digital audio recovery cycle.

Oak and M/A-Com have elected to follow an entirely new
modulation technique with their audio. There is nothing par-
ticularly proprietary with how they do it and it is only the specif-
ic encoding which is in fact proprietary. Let's see why.

Regular audio, via satell i te, is transmitted on a carrier or
sub-carrier of its own. This means that a reaeiver created to
tune in the sub-carrier or carrier can detect-(demodulate) the
audio information. lf one uses standard carrier or sub-carrier
technology, about the only thing you can do to hide or disguise
the presence of the audio is to adopt some exotic form of mod-
ulation. You can count every form of modulation ever con-
ceived on the fingers of two hands, and the corner library has
shelves filled with reference books that tell you how to demod-
ulate each of them. Exotic is not a fitting word here. Until re-
cently, there was no truly exotic modulation.

So, if someone fthows either the frequency, or the modula-
tion format, he can decode the audio if it uses standard carrier
or sub-carrier technology in short order. Even if you do not
know the frequency, you can find it with a spectrum analyzer.

Then along came digital audio. Digital audio is the first
new modulation format to come down the pike in a couple of
decades. lt is better than all of the prior forms of modulation
because it can be self correcting for errors. lf you consider that
a crash of static or a rush of noise, interfering with a standard
carrier or sub-carrier modulated (audio) signal is, in fact, the
introduction of error information into the modulated signal, you
can begin to appreciate the improvement possible with digi-
tally processed audio. The original audio signal is sent not as a
continuous stream ot information superimposed on a steady
carrier but rather it is sent out machine gun style as a series ol
(digital) pulses. lf you don't understand digital pulses, don't
worry. Not many do, yet. The key thing to appreciate is simply
this:

oA receiver not equipped with a digital decoder hears the
string of digital pulses as a rush of noise. In effect, there is no-
thing there.

.The receiver must be designed and equipped to receive
each pulse and then convert that pulse from something called
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With digital eudio, each sound
becomes a string of pulses...

o
And the polarity of the pulse
determines its characteristics. The
seguence of Pulses determines the
recreated sound, By teaftanging
the seguence, the audio becomes
'coded.'

- 1  - l o o E l E O O

The task of the decoder is to put the
pulses back into their original
sequence.

o

Normal audio is
sent in' Analog' form,..

Carrier/
Sub-carrier

On a stand alone carrier or
sub-carrier.

Carrier 'vibrates'

as function of
audio information,
during modulation
process.

digital to something called analog. Analog is the old{ashioned
way of creating and sending sound (or video). Every satellite
receiver, every TV receiver (et al) you have now is analog.

So, the first thing you need to decipher the audio for Oak
Orion or Videocipher is a digital receiver/decodericonverter.
Where can you get one of these, you ask? Are not some of the
new disc players using this digital technology stuff?

They are. The newest audio system using the so-called
laser discs are making use of a form of digital audio technol-
ogy. That's the coming thing since one of the primary benefits
of digital audio is that there is a significant improvement in the
signal to noise ratio. Digital is far quieter and it eliminates
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background hiss in the absence of information. you have not
heard quiet unti l you have listened to a digital audio system in
a soundproof room.

Why hasn't some clever person simply butchered a digital
disc player and somehow turned it into a digital audio proces-
sing system for HBO? M/A-Com is ready for that.

In the old{ashioned analog audio world, the stream of intel-
l igence or information is continuous. years ago, some clever
people tried to build voice scramblers for police and othertwo_
way radio users. The concept was as follows:

The person speaking says:
"Watch out for the black car."
The voice scrambler, using a preprogrammed format

code, took that sentence and broke it up into oarts. lt then rear-
ranged the sentence so it came out:"bl ar wat or fc he ch ack ut o."
The decoder or descrambler at the receiver end is also ore_
programmed. lt takes in this garble and then tries to put it back
together in the original format. The concept for audio encryp_
tion or inversion originated in the science of cryptology, refined
during the Second World War when telegraph operators used
character rearrangement and/or character substitution to
code military messages. The concept worked with voice, but
not very well because the solid state memories and reference
signals, required to insure the message always went back to-
gether in the same way it started, were not very well defined.
As often as not, it came out:

"Watout chfor the black car," or something equally puz-
z l ing.

Digital to the rescue. First of all, in digital, the vorce mes-
sage is cllanged from analog ("Watch out for the black car.,') to
d i g i t a [  ( t - + + *  - - +  + + -  - + -  + + - - +
- - + - ). Then the string of digital pulses is transmitted. But if
all it takes is a digital receiver to decode this, it would not be
long belore everyone had a digital decoder or receiver. Since
every word is now sent as a series of digital pulses, why not
rearrange the digital pulses? Remember the voice scrambling
that rearranges the voice patterns in an analog system? Digi-
tal encryption does the same thing. Rather than sending w a t
c h o u t  a s  +  -  +  +  -  -  -  + , w h i c h i s t h e s e q u e n c e t h a t
wil l translate backto w atc h o u t, in digital encryption these-
quence is  rearranged.  Watc h o u tcould become -  + -
+ + + + -. How would your receiver know to rearrange the
digital pulsesinto + - + + - - - + beforeitconvertedthose
pulses back to analog form so you could hear the message? A
control signal is sent along with the digital pulses. The control
signal is also digital and it is also encrypted. The control signal
is a set of commands, telling the receiver to "take every third
pulse and store it until after every fifth pulse; then insert the
store pulse in the stream after every fifth pulse. And, take
every seventh pulse and store it and re-insert it in the digital
stream after every 15th pulse."

So this rush of noise that is a digital stream is itself en-
crypted and the encryption instructions are themserves en-
crypted. Moreover, the instructions for rearranging the digital
pulses, the actual road map for the system, is changed every
few seconds or every few minutes by a master algorithm at the
uplink site. In effect, if somebody was very clever (and very
lucky) and actually figured out that every third pulse has to be
stored and then reinserted in the digital stream after every
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Partial Instructions

Ma Satellite

Full Set

f> of

i 
Instructions

Secret
Chip

Memory

With Videocipher, only a segment
of the road map comes via satellite,
The'sum'of internal plus external
instructions eguals a full'road map'
for descrambling,

Internal
Programmed
fnstructions

4.5 meter uplink
and 3OOO watt
transmitter might
'satufate'a

Galany t trans-
Ponder.

6 meter uplink
and 162 watt
transmftter could
cause significant
disruption of
the videocipher
service.

fifth pulse, by the time you had this figured out the master in-
structions would be telling the system to now store every sec-
ond pulse and use it twice after every 16th pulse and then
throw away every 21st pulse because it was a lalse pulse. In
short, the road map changes as often as the uplinker wants it
to change.

So, here is this tall, string bean fellow walking dround the
convention floor in a rumpled suit with a tattered brief case in
his hand. "You give me a check for $25,000 as a down pay-
ment and in six weeks I will start delivering black box de-
scramblers to you at $200 each," he says in measured tones.

Anyone who falls for such a line has to believe in Santa Claus
and the tooth fairy.

Built into each Videocipher descrambler is a secret master
chip which accepts these encrypted instructions. To make life
really interesting, part of the encrypted instructions are inside
of this chip. An example of how that could work:

1) Let's say the secret, ever changing encryption of the
instructions (ie. the road map) are not hard instructions/
they are only part of the instructions. Rather than overtly
telling the descrambler chip "every third digital bit is to I
be stored and saved for insertion after every fifth bit, and
every seventh pulse is to be stored and saved for use after
every 1Sth pulse," suppose the instructions were just
partial.
2) What they really say is "Each time you receive a
string of four + + + + bits, follow command A. Each
time you receive + + + - - +, follow command 8."
And so on. Built into the chip, permanently, are certain
commands. Hundreds of certain commands. A string of
+ + + + - - + triggers the chip to automatically save
and store every third pulse for use after every Sth pulse.
A string of + + + + triggers the chip to automatically
store every seventh pulse bit to use after every 1 5th pulse,
and so on. The combinations are almost endless.
3) In this way the full instructions are never sent out via
satellite. The rest of the instructions are locked up in per-
manent memory inside of the Videocipher. Somebody
who is studying the commands on the line never gets
the full instructions; he only gets a part.
4) By the same token, somebody reverse engineering
the chip (ie. taking the chip apart and trying to figure out
the commands locked inside in memory) never gets full
instructions either. He is missing that part which comes
(in encrypted form) via satellite.
Allof thistechnology is being employed to insurethatsome

casual (or even very talented) percon sitting in their garage
workshop in Hoboken does not stumble onto the magic key to
decoding the HBO audio. Once again, even if somebody does
get extra lucky and does find the key for a point in time, the key
is changed every few seconds or minutes and now an entirely
new key is required. Gan somebody get lucky time after time
after time? The odds are in the quadrillions to one.

Yes, you've heard stories of people who have working Vid-
eocipher knock-offs in their hands. lf (and that is a significant
if) Videocipher's audio encryption is knocked off, it will be be-
cause somebody inside of M/A-Com plus somebody inside of
the firm that buibs the secret chip that M/A-Com uses inside of
Videocipher have gotten together to steal trade secrets. Not
because somebody is capable of beating a multi-quadrillion to
one lottery. M/A-Com is ready for that one as well.

, lf, by some chance, the trade secret does get outside of
M/A-Com (even HBO does not have the secret key informa-
tion), the system is configured so that an entirely new level of
master keys can be employed. These master keys are already
to go on a moment's notice and they are locked up in one safe
and only one safe at the location of the firm providing M/A-
Com with the special chips. Not even M/A-Com knows these
back-up master keys.
Amerlcan Technology

The very same basic system is used by the US military to
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encode voice and data transmissions worldwide. The technol-
ogy of the encryption format is not unknown but the key/mas-
ter key system is a very closely guarded national secret. That's
one of the reasons why M/A-Com has been nervous about al-
lowing Videocipher units to go outside of the country directly.

(That is the worst kind of fuzzy headed government think-
ing since the first thing a foreign spy would do is simply order a
Videocipher from M/A-Com for his TVRO system, and pack
the unit in a diplomatic pouch for shipment to his homeland. He
certainly woudn't try to order one for direct shipment to his
homeland!)

Messing Up The System
lf the present scrambling is seemingly secure, and the pre-

sent cable programmers are so self convinced of their need to
scramble, how then might the system be aborted? Threats, or
actual scrambling of the scrambling, remains a significant fear
for the cable uplinkers.

In the most celebrated case of apparent interference to an
uplink signal to date, Eastern Microwave reported its WOR up-
link signal was severely interferred with for several days late in
October. Eastern felt quite certain the interference was pur-
poseful and related to their (then) recent announcement that
WOR would be scrambled "as early as March 1st.".

Two things have happened since that occurrence:
1) The Federal Communications Commission has held
a study seminar to discuss the threat of deliberate jam-
ming of an uplink, and,
2) The FCC has issued a public notice reminding the
world that purposeful jamming of an uplink signal is a
federal crime punishable by both monetary fines and
possible jail t ime.
At the same time, the FCC has issued a statement in the

Eastern/WOR case which says, in effect, 'Absent any evi-
dence to support the thesis that the interference to WOR delib-
erate, we must conclude that in this instance the interference
was accidental.'

Discussions of jamming inevitably lead to charges that any
publicity given to jamming as a weapon against cable prog-
rammers tends to incite people to tiy such things. Publications
which have publicized the concept and dangers of jamming to
date have been universally damned for daring to even mention
jamming. Publicized or not, the threat of jamming looms very
real. Here is what is involved.
1) Any radio signal can be jammed or interrupted at the in-
tended receiving site(s) by simply creating a new signal on the
same approximate frequency as the desired signal.
2) Jamming is a way of life for many radio services; overseas
transmissions for the Voice of America, Radio Free Europe,
and others are routinely jammed by nations that do not want
these transmissions inside of their borders. The Russians jam
VOA and RFE transmissions, for example, with transmissions
located in Moscow. The local transmitters are stronger than
the distant broadcasters; all they hear is the noise of the jam-
mer transmitter. There are numerous other technioues for
jamming, none of which fit the satell i te situation.
3) A,satellite presents a handsome jamming taiget because
of the special parameters of a satellite.

A satellite consists of a pick-up (receiving) antenna, a re-
ceiver tuned to a specific channel (transponder), and a system

Relatively weak ground to satelfite
data channel could easily be
'swampe d' by improperly adjusted
I in frequencyl uplink TV transmitter,

to convert the received signal to a new (downlink) frequency/
channel. Then the signal is rebroadcast on the new frequency
with an antenna boresighted (pointed) back at earth.

Virtually all satellite transmissions use a system called FM
or frequency modulation. With FM transmissions a (satellite)
receiver is virtually immune to the presence of jamming (or an
interfering carrier) untilthe interfering carrier comes to a signal
strength level that is roughly equal to the signal level being re-
ceived from the desired uplinktransmitter. An FM receiverwill

\ /
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As uplink signal increases,
downlink signal increases until
transponder achieves'saturation.'
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Inverting the video polarity
reverses the video format on
the screen..,

+

Causing dark colors to'go light'
and light colors to'go dark,'

virtually ignore the presence of another FM signal as long as
the undesired FM signal is somewhatweakerthan the desired
signal.

However, when both signals are modulated (ie. carry infor-
mation), as opposed to transmitting a straight carrier with no
information (modulation) on it, then the modulation portion of
the nondesired signal will begin to interfere with the modula
tion information ol the desired signal at a far weaker ratio.
Some numbers.

1) Desired barrier is modulated, nondesired carrier is
not modulated. Now the nondesired carrier needs to be
equal in strength (as received at the satellite) as the de-
sired carrier before the interference becomes objection-
able.
2) Desired carrier and nondesired carrier(s) are mod-
ulated, both with video information. Now when the non-
desired carrier is 18 dB weaker than the desired carrier,
there is noticeable interference (manifesting as
sparklies or noise). lf the strength of the nondesired (in-
terfering) signal increases, when it reaches a level 12
dB weaker than the desired carrier, the interference is
objectionable. Between -12 dB and 0 dB (at which
point the desired and nondesired signals arrive at the
satellite at equal strength) the interference becomes
steadily worse. At a point where the non-desired signal
is approximately 6 dB weaker than the desired signal, it
is virtually impossible to still see the desired signal.
The satellite receiver cannot tell the difference between a

desired signal and a nondesired signal. lt is designed to re-
peat or rebroadcast anything that comes into the system from
the earth below. Therefore, to shut down a satellite channel re-
quires nothing more complicated than sending a non-desired
signal to the satell i te at the proper signal strength level.

The FCC reports there are more than 2,000 authorized up-
link transmitters now in the USA. Any one of these could be
misdirected awav from its intended satellite and its intended

operating frequency to point at, say Galaxy 1, and to transmit
on transponder 23 (HBO East). The FCC warns those
licensed transmitters in the satellite uplink service to check
and double check, to verify that they are indeed pointing at the
correct satellite and are operating on the correct f requency be-
fore turning on their transmitters. That seems like good com-
mon sense; you don't pull onto a busy freeway from a cross
street without checking to see what traff ic is coming your way.

The normal procedure to insure that the frequency is clear
is to zero in the transmit antenna by putting it in the receive
mode. In short, you look for the downlink signals coming to
your uplink dish (such dishes operate as both receive dishes
at 4 GHz and transmit dishes at 6 GHz) first, and then when
you have the dish adjusted for maximum received signal
strength you check the frequency/transponder in question to
see if it is clear. Then and only then do you begin transmitting.

How Much Power?
Some press has focused on the theory that anyone with a

backyard dish could turn it into a satellite killer through the sim-
ple exercise of tacking an uplink transmitters to the dish. That
is the sort of stuff that makes great romantic novels, but it
hardly fits the real demands of such a system.

Recall that the interfering carrier must be modulated with
some form of wideband signal (such as video) and it must be
within 12 dB of the received signal strength of the desired up-
link signal before there is objectionable interference. Uplinks
trade off transmitter power and antenna gain to achieve some-
thing called saturation at the satellite. Because this is an FM
system, there are some special rules at work here. You can in-
crease the incoming signal only so far and then the receiver
saturates. No additional increase in incoming signal wil l be re-
flected by either an increase in output power or an lmprove-
ment in output signal quality. The traditional method of f inding
the saturation point is to monitor closely your own coming-
backdownlink signal. lf you measure the strength of thedown-
link signal on one hand and turn up the power of the uplink
transmitter at the same time, you will see corresponding in-
creases in downlink signal. Until saturation. At that pqint, the
downlink signal stops going up even though your uplink power
is sti l l  being increased.

To achieve saturation is to know that the transponder in
question is producing all of the watts of power that it is capable
of producing. Most transponder operators run their uplink sys-
tems just below saturation (a f raction of a dB) or right at satura-
tion.

The uplinked signal arrives at the satell i te by marrying the
output power of the uplink transmitter to the gain of the uplink
antenna. Both are variables. lt is possible to acquire uplink
transmitters with output powers as high as 3,000 watts al-
though such monsters are seldom employed anymore. Most
uplink transmitters run in the 750 watt region. The rule is that if
you use a lower power transmitter, you need a higher gain an-
tenna since the sum of the two (in dB of power gain) is what
adds up to arriving at the satellite as a saturated signal level.

The smallest portable uplink antennas used routinely for
video work are in the 4.5 meter or 15 foot class. While it is
theoretically possible to achieve saturation for some of the
newer satellites with a 3,000 watt uplink transmitter connected
to a 4.5 meter uplink antenna, as a practical matter such up-
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links usually operate at medium power levels such as 750
watts. lt takes a massive AC (primary) power source to power
a 3,000 watt uplink transmitter (some portable systems re-
quire as much as 40,000 watts of AC power, 240 volt, three-
phase) so it fits that if you are hauling a trailer rig around the
country to do uplinks, you want to keep the quick-connect AC
powering requirements to a minimum. A 750 watt uplink can
get by for less than half the AC power requirement of a 3,000
watt uolink.

As a practical matter, a 4.5 meter portable uplink will not
achieve saturation in most instances. Thus, as you tune
through the birds you are seeing a reduced or backed off out-
put power from such a transponder because the uplink signal
is not strong enough to produce the full power output through
the satellite. The amount of output power from the transponder
is directly related to the amount of input signal (power) avail-
able, up the the point of saturation; less input, less output.

Different satellites have different input signal sensitivities.
Galaxy 1, for example, has an input sensitivity that is about 3
dB better than Westar 5. That means that an uplink operator
can use 3 dB less transmitting power, or 3 dB less antenna
gain to achieve saturation with Galaxy 1 than is required for
Westar 5. Generally, the newest satellites have the best input
sensitivity since they are using the latest low noise amplifiers
in their input circuits. Think of the input side of the satell i te as a
TVRO in the sky: an LNA, individual receivers for each of the
24 channels, power dividers and a powering system. lt is just
like designing a 24 channel SMATV or CATV system; all fed by
satellite!

The jammer must be cognizant of the amount of power re-
quired to achieve saturation of the satellite in question, using
an antenna of some definable size. Certainly it is possible for
a 3 meter (10 foot) antenna to achieve useful gain at 6 GHz
(the uplink frequency) and when combined with a 3,000 watt
transmitter, cause interference at the satellite. But if a 4.5
meter is unlikely to achieve saturation, and it is saturation
which most uplink operators strive for, then the chances that
really harmful or disruptive interference will come from a 10
foot dish even powered by a 3,000 watt uplink transmitter is re-
mote at best. Remember, however, that a signal that is even
12 dB weaker than the desired signal wil l sti l l  cause objection-
able interference.

Some Numbers.
Let us make the assumption that with 3,000 watts of trans-

mitter power and a 4.5 meter uplink antenna that one could
saturate Galaxy 1 . Now, if a signal 12 dB weaker than satura-
tion will drive the Videocipher system bananas, just how much
less power is required to be a disruptive force?

Twelve dB less than 3,000 watts is 162.5 watts. Re-
member, the non-desired signal wil l have to be video mod-
ulated in this instance, or follow a very well thought-out plan to
be placed in frequency in a particularly disruptive portion of the
transponder passband.

Now,-if the nasty person doing this graduated to a 6 meter
antenna, he could reduce his power requirements by the dB
diffe;ence between a 4.5 meter and a 6 meter (call it a 2 dB).
And 2 dB less than 162.5 watts is approximately 105 watts. Or,
if the nasty person graduated to a 7.5 meter antenna, his
power requirement would now be approximately 70 watts. Re-

Interference'ability' is function of
ratio between desired carrier and
non-desired carrier.

member, this is not total wipeout of the desired signal; it is
simply significant, severe, disruption of the signal.

There are a few more dB out there to be gained. For exam-
ple, boresight. lf the uplink is in Long lsland, then it is already 2
dB down from the peak boresight in Kansas. By locating the
nasty uplink in Kansas, the clandestine uplinker could gain two
more dB for his system; 2 dB which he could shave out of the
antenna (back to a 6 meter in our example) or out of his trans-
mitter (down to 45 watts in our example). Conversely, a clan-
destine uplink operating from Mexico would have to make up
the boresight loss penalty with a bigger antenna or a more
powerful transmitter.

Special Frequencies
The assumption to this point is that the nasty uplinker

would be employing standard uplink kinds of equipment to ac-
complish his goal; disruption of one or more satellite services.
There are other possibilities.

Within a 40 MHz wide satell i te transponder or channel,
there are some freouencies which are more sensitive than
others. In other words, if you placed your transmitter on a fre-
quency slightly away from the normal uplink operating fre-
quency, in the right direction (down or up in frequency) by the
right amount (in megahertz), more severe disruption of the de-
sired uplink signal wil l occur. Someone who knows their way
around FM would be able to determine where these particu-
larly troublesome frequencies might be and by doing this, the
uplink power equation (antenna gain plus transmitter power)
would be reduced. Or, with the same power as before, the in-
terference would be far greater.

The assumption to this point has also been that the enemy
here is the cable programmer (no names, please) and that any
planned disruption would take place with the signal of the
programmer in question. There is another alternative for the
nasty uplinker: total disruption of the satellite itself .

All satellites are flown in space by ground controllers.
Twenty-four hours per day, at one or two locations in CONUS,
men sit before extensive bays of equipment monitoring CRT
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screens which display the exact real-time status of the bird's
multitude of functions. Most of these functions are computer-
corrected and controlled and if the satellite wobbles a slight bit
too much in one direction, a computer detects that wobble and
sends corrective commands to the satellite. The man sits
there to keep an eye on the computer.

This system is controlled by a method generally called tele-
metering or remote radio command control. The satellite
measures and monitors its own functions and sends these
measurements by downlink to the ground controller. The
monitoring information is converted from digital to analog for-
mat and displayed on a screen. The reverse commands, from
the computer or the flight contoller, are sent back to the satel-
l i te using uplink equipment.

Here's the weak point. The uplink control signals are on a
special assigned frequency. The frequencies involved are
known and are on file at the FCC. Anyone with a curious mind
can look up those uplink control frequencies at the FCC.

Because of the narrow band nature of these uplinked con-
trol channels, far less transmitter power is required for this sys-
tem than is reguired for transmitting a lull television program
through the satellite. Therefore, a continuing concern at any
satellite flight control center is that somehow somebody turns
on a television power level uplink by accident on the frequency
normally reserved just for the uplink control data. lf that hap-
pened, the satellite would become free-flying. All of its instruc-
tions would be lost because they would be buried beneath the
interfering carrier. Depending upon when it happened (at the
semi-annual eclipse period, it would be especially trouble-
some since the most critical flight maneuvers are taking place
at that time), the jeopardy to the full satellite could be consider-
able. A satellite without any instructions for a full day could
possibly be a satellite forever lost to ground control.

Tracing Mal-Contents
The FCC has recently re-advised the world that any unau-

thorized uplinking is a federal offense with stiff jail sentences

and fines are possible. However, just to put it into perspective,
the very same jail sentence and fines apply to somebody who
operates an unlicensed amateur radio station or who operates
a CB radio station in an unauthorized manner.

An unauthorized unlink transmitter will at best be very dif-
ficult to locate. The satellite cannot tell the flight controllers
where the unauthorized signal is coming from (although under
consideration are new smart satellites that could do this, at
considerable expense). The only sure way to pinpoint where
the interference is originating is to go out into space and look
back at earth, as the satellite does, to pinpoint the source. Low
altitude observations, such as from the Space Shuttle, are
possible but would require retrofitting special 6 GHz receivers
to the shuttle. The defense against this defense would be sim-
ple enough; don't transmit when the shuttle is flying.

Because the footprints of most 4 GHz satellites cover nol
only the 48 states plus Alaska and Hawaii, but also significant
portions of North and Central America, the unpleasant truth is
that given the trade offs discussed in transmitter power and
transmitter antenna gain at the clandestine uplink, the interfer-
ence source could be situated anyplace from near the North
Pole to Columbia, and Barbados to Hawaii. That's a pretty big
region to sweep for identification of the clandestine transmit-
ter.

No system is in place to conduct such a search or sweep
from the skies. At best, many months would go by before such
a system could be created and retrofitted to suitable search
vehicle (such as the Shuttle or a new low-level polar orbiting
satellite). Additionally, the perpetrator could escape detection
even then by simply turning off his clandestine transmitter dur-
ing those periods when the sweep-search is being conducted.
Anything less than full time observation, done from space,
would be easily defensed against.

There is one technique that is getting serious considera-
tion; using two other satellites, already in place, to sweep the
skies. The system would work in this manner:

1) Let's say the problem crops up on Galaxy 1,
transponder 16, as did happen last October. lt comes on
and stays on.
2) Flight controllers take over manual control of RCA
F3R and F5 and they carefully direct these two satellites
to sweep across North America looking for some signs
of a weak signal on transponder 16. On the assumption
that both F3R and F5 did find such a signal, by using
simple radio navigation triangulation, the probable loca-
tion of the signal source could be pinpointed. Once that
information was obtained, F3R and F5 would be re-
turned to normal duty.
There are several reasons why this concept will probably

only be pressed into use as an act of desperation. First, valu-
able hydrazine fuel would be used in thesearch operation. ls it
worth a year's fuel supply to find a clandestine transmitter?
Next, the clandestine transmitter could short circuit the opera-
tion by simply turning off and waiting out F3R and F5. Finally,
what about the normal service users of F3R and F5? How long
would they sit still for a search operation if it meant they would
lose ALL communications while F3R and F5 were being rede-
ployed? That such a plan even merits discussion suljests,
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BUSINESS PRINCIPLES

A DEALER is the most important person in our

business.

A DEALER is not dependent upon us - we are

dependent on him.

A DEALER is not an interruption of our work - he

is the PurPose of it'

A DEALER does us a favor when he calls - we are
not doing him a favor bY serving
h im .

is part of our business - not an out-

s ider.

is not a cold statistic - he is a flesh and

blood human being with feelings and

emotions like our own.

A DEALER is not someone with whom to argue or

matcn wl IS.

A DEALER is a person who brings us his wants - it

is our job to fill those wants.

A DEALER is deserving of  the most courteous and
attent ive t reatment we can give him.

A DEALER is the fellow who makes it possible to
pay our salary whether we are a truck

d r i v e r ,  p l a n t  e m P l o Y e e ,  o f f i c e
employee, salesman, manager or  presi-

dent .

A DEALER is the life-blood of this and every other
business.
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however, the complexity of the problem and the degree of con-
cern here.
Emotions Are High

The only thing higher than the satell i tes themselves these
days are the emotions of the on-the-ground players in this
game. Cable programmers worry that some sort of ' fr inge

loony' wil l react to the scrambling by building a clandestine up-
link system. Others are concerned that the public wil l be mis-
lead into purchasing black market boxes which, when re-
ceived and unpacked, do nothing more than recover stabil ized
video from Videocipher and Orion transmissions. They worry
that this sort of additional disruption in the marketplace wil l set
bacl re eventual stabilization of the new scrambled mar-

ketplace by a year or more.
The near-term (or short-term) interest of the TVRO

hardware suppliers is in considerable jeopardy since the un-
certainty of scrambling and the failure by M/A-Com to provide
the promised Videocipher descramblers in the quantit ies
promised before January 15th has further eroded public confi-
dence in the transition to scrambling. By being late with their
promised units, M/A-Com has compounded an already dif-
f icult marketing problem for both themselves and HBO.

You may not have found any hard answers to your difficult
questions in this overview of the science of scrambling but at
least you now have a better appreciation for some of the nut
and bolt challenges being faced by our industry.

Roots of TVRO/PT 18

THE BROADCASTER'S MYTH
OF TY BEING FREE IS SO

MUCHHOTAIR!!!
A MONAL ISSUE

Unquestionably, the broadcasters of
the United States are the most adept
packagers of concepts that have ever
walked the face of this earth. They are
slick, polished, and skillful at their art.
They package neatly and professional-
ly, and the American public buys their
wares.

So skillful are they that for nearly
two decades the powerful broadcast
lobby has been selling the concept that
over-the-air television is "free televi-
sion" and anything else (i.e. cable) is
non-free television. CATV has been
called pay television, rented television,
and CATV has been painted as un-
American, immoral and contrary to
motherhood and apple pie.

Naturally, it is all a skillfully con-
trived, smoothly delivered lie. The
TDonder of it all is that the cable indus-
try has allouted it to be repeated ouer
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and ouer and" ouer again.
The basis for the lie is that CATV

systems charge money. And, to the
shallow thinker, television broadcast-
ers do not. "Tel,e,uision broadcasts are
beneuolent gifts from the sponsors oJ
progT anxs, " we are told, "while CATV
service costs you rnoney right out of
your poeket every day of the week."

Broadcasting stations even ETV
stations-cost money to operate. They
cost money to construct. Naturally,
since they are not government owned
and operated, as they are in many
countries, that nxoneA nxust be coming
from sonxeplnce. Basically, it comes
from advertising. And advertising is a
cost of bus'tness. The man operating
the local Coca-Cola franchise has an ad-
vert is ing budget which he spends in
local media to promote his product; so
does the man with the local F ord deal-
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ership. Advertising expenditures by
the Coca-Cola distributor and the Ford
dealer are part of the cos, of doing
business.

When the Coca-Cola distributor and
the Ford dealer sell products, they
carefully analyze all of the costs that
go into their products, add to those
costs a "profit" figure, and this deter-
mines the end selling price to the
buyer.

AnA direct erpense to the sell,er is
reflected in an increase in the price
paid for the product (or service) by the
purchaser. This includes the syrup in
Coca-Cola and the headlights in the
Ford. If the Coca-Cola man could take
the syrup out of his soft drink, and still
sell his product, he would do so. At the
same time, he could, afford to cut the
selling price of his soft drink by the
direct cost per unit sold of the syrup he
would leave out of the mixture; and
that would bring the price the pur-
chaser pays down also.

So it is with advertising. If the Coca-
Cola distributor or the Ford dealer
could eliminate the expense of adver-
tising from the total erpenses associ-
ated with the sale of his products, the
price the purchaser pays for their
goods would be lowered accordingly.

The consumer paAS for aduerti,si,ng
euerA time he purchases a product.
Large companies which sell nationally
(Ford, Coca-Cola, etc.) spend money
advertising at several levels, usually
simultaneously. They sponsor national
television programs, and they pur-
chase advertising space in national
magazines. Then they spend money re-
gionally, say within a state or a part of
a state, on behalf of those distributors/
dealers in that region. Finally,'through
matching advertising funds, they en-
courage individual distributors and

dealers to advertise the product within
the local marketplace. Every time ad-
vertising dollars are spent, the price of
the product to the consumer increases;
because euerA dollnr spent, divided by
the number of units of the product sold
nationally, regionally, and locally, ends
up being tacked on to the end pri,ce the
cons"tlmer paAS at the local level for the
product.

Virtually euerAth'i,ng you purchase,
no matter where you buy it (on the
open, legitimate market), has sqme
cost factor included for advertising.
The exact percentage of the total cost
of the product bought varies greatly,
from as low as 1olo for mass-produced
commodities such as soft drinks, to as
much as 40o/o for hand-made.speeialty
i tems.

Every time you purchase a case of
Coca-Col a, you are picking up a few
pennies of aduertising ex,pense paid by
Coca-Col a 6t the national, region, and/
or local level) for television advertis-
ing. So if the Coca-Cola 30-second com-
mercial at the 8 PM station break
helped offset some of the direct costs
of operating channel 4 for that even-
ing, your feu pennies (built into the
case of Coea-Cola you purchased) has
gone to the peopl,e, at channel 4 that
euen'tng for your television enjoyment.

There is nothing free about teleur,-
sion!

The problem is not convincing peo-
ple it is not free; the problem is deter-
mining hou; much it really costs you
every day, week, or year. We'll come
back to that shortly.

The FCC was charged with the re-
sponsibility in 1934 of promoting the
eff icient use of the public airwaves, for
allof the public to enjoy. A man in New
York City purchases a television re-
ceiver. takes it home, and turns it on.
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The built-in VHF rabbit-ear antenna
and the built-in loop antenna for UHF
produce nine television signals. The
man is satisfied, and the $299.50 hc
paid for the television receiver now
goes to work for him. If he keeps the
receiver for five years and averages
$10 per year for maintenance, his cost
of enjoying television (less the electri-
city consumed) is five years times 365
days (1,825 days) divided into $299.50
plus $50 maintenance, or 19 cents per
day.

Now a man in DeQueen, Ar.,  buys
the same identical receiver, takes it
home and plugs it in. Because he is
located outside of all teleuision station
coueraqe patterns, he receives noth-
ing on either VHF or UHF. Now he
has a choice as to how to make his
$299.50 receiver perform.

(1) He can install a rooftop antenna, with
rotor, and when the weather condi-
tions are right, he will receive be-
tween two and six television stations,
although only two of these with any
degree of regularity. The man in New
York who bought the same identieal
receiver would turn up his nose at the
quelity of reception on those two sta-
tions, if that is what he received for
his $299.50, and promptly haul his re-
ceiver back to the dealer!

The cost to the man in DeQueen,
Ar., for such an &ntenna will be $150,
installed. The antenna will last an av-
erage of three years, so in five years
he will pay for l%rds such entenn&s.

The man in DeQueen will average
two channels ol reception, while the
men in New York will select from nine
stations.' 

If he pays the seme $50 for main-
tenance for five years, plus $250 for
five years worth of antennas plus

$299.50 for the receiver, this man will
pay $599.50 for 1,825 days of televi-
sion; or 33 cents a day (vs. the 19
cents a day for the man in New York).

(2) Or, our pilot example in DeQueen can
hook his $299.50 receiver to the local
cable TV company. This will cost him
$25 to be connected to the TV cable
service, and $4.95 per month. In five
years he will spend $322 for his cable
service, $50 for maintenance, and
$299.50 for his receiveri a total of
$671.50. This works out to a total of
just over 36 cents per day, but now he
is receiving six channels of television
rather than the two he received on a
reguler basis with his antenna. And,
he receives all six channels all of the
time, with the s&rne clarity the man in
New York has with his nine channels
of television.

The man in New York and the man
in DeQueen, Ar., both contribute to
the same Coca-Cola advertising fund
everytime they buy their separate
cases of the soft drink. But the man in
New York receives 50o/o more televi-
sion than the man in DeQueen, and the
man in DeQueen pays nearly twiee as
much per day for his television enjoy-
ment.

Clearly, the man in DeQueen i,s paA-
ing a territorinl tar for his television.
He is paying a prern'ium for his televi-
sion service because the FCC has so
alloeated television service regions
that his town is outs'id,e of anu and aII
teleuision seruice reg'i,ons.

This series Re-visits the history of terrestrial/broadcast television,
from the perspective of the 70's "ultimate technology," cable TV. This
series first appeared in CATJ magazine in 1975, and its publication
forced many changes in FCC policy vis-a-vis cable TV.
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The questions I am asked most often concern the 12 GHz
satellites. When NBC moved to Ku-band it created a stir. View-
ers could no longer view their soaps and sports fans lost out on
the Sunday football games. Confusion abounds as to whether
a Ku-band or C-band antenna is best, what receivers are com-
patible, and where to get the electronics. The best start is to
understand the transmission scheme for the Ku-band satel-
l i tes.
Ku-band was chosen exclusively for the transmission of satel-
l i te signals by the ITU (lnternational Teleconference Union).
The C-band that you now watch, 3.7 lo 4.2 GHz in frequency,
is also used by many Earth bound common carriers. These
terrestrial microwave transmissions relay video, voice and
data, and sometimes interfere with the lower level satell i te
transmissions.

lf you look at a microwave map the l ines all run toward a
hub, l ike spokes on a bicycle wheel. The center of these hubs
is usually in the middle of large cit ies. This causes a problem
as the studios of network affiliate TV stations are located in
these cities. Because of interference, 190 affiliates of the four
major networks cannot install a C-band satellite antenna to re-
ceive the feeds. The'No Go'areas create blank spots in a dis-
tribution plan which relies heavily on satell i tes. In the problem
areas, TV stations are forced to continue with older. exoensive
microwave links.

To get universal coverage, networks are moving to 12
GHz. In coming months look for many of the now familiar C-
band soaps and sports to move over to Ku-band. All of these
12 GHz satell i tes are within the reach of most oeoole in all
pads of the continental United States and Canada.

Most present satell i te receivers have 24 channel agil ity; 12
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channels horizontal and 12 channels vertical. There are sev-
eral 12 GHz transmission schemes. On the Anik C2 and C3
birds the channel capacity is 32, the SBS birds have 10 chan-
nel capacity. Most of the early 12 GHz compatible receivers
have24 channel readouts. The General Instruments receiver,
made for the now defunct USCI DBS reception, had 100 chan-
nels on its display. In the programming guide for USCI the
channels were advertised as 57, 75, and so on. A format l ike
this is very practical as it can adapt to all transmission
schemes.

The message here is that the channel number is very sub-
jective unti lwe arrive at a standard. Awell-known international
programming guide shows channels in the 32 channel Anik
format. This is only an approximation. As you tune the near-
est equivalent C-band channel, the Ku center frequencies are
offset as much as plus or minus 9.9 MHz. (See inserls 2 and 3.)

The Ku transponders 1 to 32 are shown on the left, the 2nd
column shows the nearest C-band transponder for a low end
injection 12 GHz LNB. Column 4 l ists the same concept for a
high side injection oscil lator. Columns 3 and 5 show the
amount of tuning compensation required from the nearest C-
band channel.
Upper And Lower Oscil lator Injection

What is the significance of upper and lower oscil lator injec-
tion? A present C-band block receiver works with a high end
injection oscil lator running at 5150 MHz. lf this oscil lator fre-
quency is beat with the 3700 MHz signal from the satell i te, into
a microwave mixer, the result wil l be a band of 12 satell i te
channels, equally spaced in a 950 to 1450 MHz spectrum (500
MHz wide). (See insert 4.)

Should you purchase a 12 GHz LNB which also uses high
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m Satellite
DH PRODUCES OVER 1O,OOO TVRO ANTENNAS A MONTH

Spun perforated is our top of the line antenna available
in 5', 6' and 9'. lt 's the best antenna you can buy
and 12 gigahertz compatible. We also make a 5' and
6' double ring portable unit. DH keeps over 10,000
TVRO antennas in inventory.

DH manufactures the spun aluminum antennas on their
11 spinning machines. All antennas are template
checked to 12 gigahertz tolerance. We manufacture
many private label antennas and can produce the size,
thickness and F/D ratio You want.

Our aluminum and steel premeshed Black Shadow
series available is a 10' size, 4 section with .3 F/D
ratio. lt has a rear adjustable buttonhook. We also
manufacturer a 1 piece 8'-6" antenna.

Sold By Most Major Distributors

CALL 1-800.392.6884 FOR THE NAME OF THE DISTRIBUTOR NEAREST YOU.

Sa tgll i tg p.o. Box 23e o prairie du chien. wr 53821-eeeo



LOW SIDE LNB OSCILLATOR HIGH SIDE LNB OSCILLATOR
Tt.napond.rt foaa =10.75GH2 focc =13.15GH2

NEAREST VFTOFFSET NEAFEST VFTOFFSET
C-BANO (MHz) C.BAND (MHz)

1 2 4 , - 3 1 + 3
2 ? 3 + 3 2 - 3
3' 21
4 2 0 + 4 5 - 4
5  1 8  - 1  7  + 1
6 1 7 + 5 8 - 5
7 1 5 0 1 0 0
8 '  1 4  

'  
+ 6  1 1  - 6

9 '  1 2  + 1  1 3  - 1
1 0 '  1 1  + 7  1 4  - 7
1 1  9  + 2  1 6  - 2
12 '  8  +8  17  -8
' 1 3  6  + g  1 9  - 3
1 4 5 + 9 2 0 - 9
1 5  3  + 4  2 2  - 4
'16 2 +9,9 23 -9.9
17'� 23 - 9.9 2 +9.9
1 8 '  2 2  - 4  3 .  + 4
19 '  20  -9  5  +9
20 '  19  -3  6  +3
2 1 1 7 - 8 8 + 8
2 2 1 6 - 2 9 + 2
2 3  1 4  - 7  1 1  + 7
2 4 '  1 3  - 1  1 2  + 1
2 5  1 1  - 6  1 4  + 6
2 6 ' 1 0 0 1 5 0
2 7 8 - 5 1 7 + 5
2 8  7  + 1  1 8  - 1
2 9 5 - 4 2 0 + 4
3 0 4 + ? 2 1 - 2
31 ' �  2  -3  23  +3
32' 1 +3 24 -3

'lndicates Active Transpond6r-Occasional and Continuous

side injection, (oscillator is running at 13.15 GHz), this LNB will
work without having to invert the video of your present C-band
receiver. Unfortunately, most 12 GHz LNBs now available use
low side injection (oscillator running at 10.75 GHz). You need
to flip the inversion video switch on your present C-band re-
ceiver. The consequence of this is that the channel format is
flipped also. Channel 24 becomes channel one and vice
versa. This can get confusing when trying to reference a chan-
nel number against a programming guide.

To help complicate the issue, some 12 GHz LNBs are not
industry standard 950 to 1450 MHz. One popular Japanese
make uses 930 to 1430 MHz. This has the result of putting Ku
channel 1 beyond the reach of the receiver's internal down-
converter. This is not presently a problem as there is no video
transmitting on channel 1.

The requirements for your present C-band block receiver
to successfully operate at 12 GHz are as follows:
1) lt must have a video invert switch on the rear panel.
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2) lt should be able to fine tune plus or minus 10 MHz from
center frequency of the C-band 24 channel format. Some syn-
thesized receivers have no fine tuning. An ideal 12 GHz re-
ceiver is a block type with a single turn pot for channel selec-
tion. I use a Goldstar CSR-420S as a dedicated 12 GHz re-
ceiver. This is detent tuned but every channel has a varactor
tuning slug on the rear panel that can be preset to the 12GHz
channels.
Noise Factors

Now the question is where can you get the LNBs and what
noise factors are available? Early 12 GHz LNBs had a typical
noise factor of 3.0 dB. The industry standard is now 2.5 dB and
for a price you can purchase a 2.3 dB hot unit.

Listed below are several manufacturers of 12 GHz LNBs. I
suggest you call and get the location of the nearest outlet to
your location.

DX Communications lnc.
10 Skyline Drive
Hawthorne, NY 10532
Phone: (9'14)347-4040

General Instruments of Canada
70 Wingold Ave
Toronto, Ontario, MOB 1P
Phone: (416)789-7831

Scientific Atlanta
Box 105027
Atlanta, GA 30348
Phone: (404)925-5000

MiA-Com
1375 Lenoir Rhyne Blvd.
Hickory, NC 28601
Phone: (7O4)324-2200

The DX and Scientific Atlanta LNBs have a WR75
waveguide input and General Instruments' uses a circular
type, the transition to WR75 is internal of the LNB. When you
order a 12 GHz feed for the LNB from Chaparral, be sure to
specify what type of waveguide opening is on your LNB.

Antenna Slze And Type
The Anik C2 and C3 Canadian 12GHz EIRP map is shown

below. The dotted line shows the half-Canada beam used by
Anik C2. The East and West beams carry 16 channels each. The
four spot beam configurations of Anik C2 are known as quarter-
Canada beams, (East, Center East, West, CenterWest). There
is eight channel capability on each spot. (See Insert 5.)

To get above threshold pictures within the dotted lines of
the Anik C3 with a 2.5 dB LNB will require a 6 foot antenna. On
the smaller more powerful spot beams of Anik C3 you can op-
erate above threshold with a 3 foot antenna.

Few people will use a dedicated antenna for Ku-band re-
ception. A more logical approach is to simulcast on your pre-
sent C-band antenna. Add the Ku feed otf to the side of your
polarizer scalar at the polar axis angle for your location.

Another approach is to buy one of the dual band feeds
which are now available from Chaparral or Pico Products Inc.
Once again, it is important to align the waveguide opening with
the polar axis angle.
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LOW SIDE LNB OSCILLATOR HIGH SIDE LNB OSCILLATOR
fosc =10.75GH2 losc =13.15GH2

NEAREST VFTOFFSET NEAREST VFTOFFSET
C-BAND (MHz) C-BAND (MHz)

2 4 + 5  1 - 5
2 1 - 6 4 + 6
r Y  + . ,  o  - J

1 6 - 8 9 + 8
1 4  + 1  1 t  - 1

1 1  - 9 . 9  1 4  + 9 . 9

9  - 1  1 6  + 1
7  + 8  1 8  - 8

4 - 3 2 1 + 3
2 + 6 2 3 - 6

'lndicates Active Transponders-Occasional and Continuous





There are two ways of feeding the additional Ku-band block
signal into your home. The simplest way is to run another RG6
cable and put an fuB switch at the rear of the receiver. This al-
ternately feeds the 12 or 4 GHz signals to the receiver input.

Another approach that avoids running another RG6 cable
is to add a H/V switch out at the two LNBs and use a voltage to
switch the input. Inside at the receiver add a two-way splitter to
feed each receiver. Remember that one receiver has to be ac-
tive to power the LNB up the cable. Make this the 4 GHz unit
and switch on the 12 GHz unit. Now fl ip the A/B switch to route
the RF to the TV set. (See Inserts 7 and 8)

Some hype is flying around that mesh antennas do not
work at 12 GHz The efficiency of the mesh or perf antennas is
low, typically 28 percent. The gain al12 GHz from the large 8
or 10 foot surface wil l insure good pictures on the 12GHz
birds.

As a rule of thumb, people above the 40 degree latitude wil l
receive good pictures with their offset 12 GHz feed on the Anik
C3 bird with a 10 foot antenna. Those below 40 degrees
should shoot for the SBS or G-Star bird which blankets all of
the US, up as far as the 50th parallel into Canada.
What  is  On. . . . .
Anik C3 117.5 . . .A l l  Audio at  5.41 MHz
West Beam
(14) Channel8 Knowledge Network

... Educational TV
(12) Channel 9 Alberta Access

... Educational TV
(8) Channel 12 First Choice/ Superchannel

East Beam
(22) Channel 18 Atlantic Satell i te Network

... Superstation
(20) Channel 19 Premier Choix/TVEX

... First run movies/French
(13) Channel 24 La Sette (TVFO)

... French Suoerchannel
(10) Channel 26 TV Ontario

...Educational TV
(2) Channel 31 First Choice/Superchannel

... Same as channel 12
(1) Channel 32 Radio Quebec

... Educational TV (French)
G-Star 1 ... 105 Degrees Wst... AllAudio 6.8 MHz
(18)  Channel  5

Schematic Of High Side Injection Block Converter

MicrowaveMixer  950-1450
Input
3 .7 -4 .2GHz

MHz Bandpass Filter

3.7-4.2GHz
Bandpass Filter 5150 MHz

-/
Wideband
Amplifier

Output 950-
1450 MHz

Microwave Oscillator I
ln Resonate Cavityz4l6,;"i"6:::TCF Variable Tuning Voltage

INSERT 4

... First run movies similar to HBO (unscrambled)

ANIK C2 AND C3 TRANSMIT FOOTPRINT
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INSERT 6

\-
POLAR ANGLE

90" FROM
POLAR AXIS

ANGLE.ANTENNA
VERTICAL

C-BAND FEED

KU-BAND FEED

DUAL BAND feed config-VIEWED FROMFRONT

... Satellite Education Network

... Educational TV
(1 2)  Channel  9

... Satellite Education Network

... Educational TV
SBS 3 ...95 Degrees West.,.6,8 Audio
(19) Channel 3 NBC Pacific

... Network Feeds
(1 1) Channel 6 NBC Central

... Network Feeds
(7) ChannelS Private Satell i te Network

... Scrambled
(4) Channel 9 NBC East

... Network Feeds
Numbers in brackets are the nearest C-band channel on

your present 24 channel receiver (when using a low end injec-
t ion of  12 GHz LNB).

There are other occasional video transmissions on these
three birds but a hit and miss attitude must be used.
The total number of 12 GHz birds is now 10.

INSERT 7

RECEIVER

DUAL BAND FEED USING 2 RG6 WIRES

E Eo o

1.  Spacenet  1. . .  120
2 .  An i k  C3 . . . . . .  . . .  117 .5

3 .  An i kC2 . . . . . . . . .  112 .5
4 .  An i k  C1  . . . . . . . . .  107 .5

5 .  Gs ta r  1 . . . . . . . . .  105
6 .  S B S  4 . . . . . . . . . . .  1 0 1
7 .  S B S  1 . . . . . . . . . . .  9 9
8 .  SBS 2 . . . . . . . . . . .  97
9 .  SBS 3 . . . . . . . . . . .  95

10.  Spacenet2. . .  69

(mothballed.. For Sale)

degrees west
degrees west

degrees west
degrees west

degrees wesl
degrees west
degrees west
degrees west
degrees west
degrees west

INSERT 8
C-Band LNB

Control
Voltage

To Receiver
Ku-Band

= V-H Switch
Gensat VHT-1

Dual Band Feed Using The Existing RF Feed Line

(Notice the two degree spacing)
There are not many programs of interest on 12 GHz pre-

sently. Perhaps the NBC feeds are a big enough attraction for
you to spend money for this update. lf and when all the major
movie networks on C-band scramble, there will be a good free
alternative called First Choice/Superchannel on Anik C3.
They show the same movies as HBO or Showtime. The invest-
ment to scramble this channel is out of the ouestion for some
time, as their accountants buy a good stock of red pens.
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Correspondence

*#ffi
Jtd-"
',,.:li-,'

pon
Effects Of Law

As Chairman of the Subcommittee for the Aggregation and Dis-
semination of Laws and Regulat ions in the Earth Stat ion Industry for
the Industry Standards Committee, I am requesting the assistance of
al l  dealers and distr ibutors nationwide in col lect ing data on al l  laws
now in effect (or subsequently proposed) which affect our industry.
This information is being compiled into a directory and that directory
wil l  be made avai lable to al l  ol  the industry and especial ly dealers so
they can stay abreast of laws which affect them.

We need specific instances of law, rules, regulations, and city
bui lding permit requirements. We are not deal ing with the act of zon-
ing, per se, since SPACE is already hard at work on that aspect of our
business in another area. To date, we have some considerable in-
formation from 30 states. Anyone who helps us with this compiling el
fort wi l l  be suitably recognized in the manual to be distr ibuted. This is
to be an ongoing project and as new information becomes available,
the data wil l  be uodated.

Nancy Turpin-Sherwood
Chariman, Subcommittee
% ODOM Antennas, Inc.

P .O.  Box  1017
Beebe, Arkansas72012

Nancy has tackled a sizeable chore and she deserves the kudos of an
entire industry. From your local newspaper clippings, from your local
town or city hall, from any source where you can provide information
regarding special permits, electrical wiring requirements, and other
material relating to the installation of a TVRO (less zoning require-
ments), we suggest that you make copies of what you have or can lo-
cate, and bundle that off to Nancy.

TIV-ROW
I am 23 years old and am very interested in the TIV-ROW industry.

I am an installer for a local cable company but want to learn more
about the excitement and chal lenges of satel l i tes. To date I have bui l t
four of my own dishes; three 10 footers and a 12 footer. A 20 foot dish
has been running around in my head for quite some t ime. For the 20
footer, I have plotted the curve for an f/D ratio of .375 using the Nelson
Ethier antenna manual. Would an t lD of .375 be proper for a dish of
this size? Are there any reference manuals deal ing with the construc-
t ion of dishes of this larger size?

My bel ief is that the r ibs could be made of wood just l ike Jim Vines
has bui l t  in the past. I  have also decided on making i t  an Az-El mount
becauSe of the additional tracking accuracy.

Brian Black
Courtr ight, Ontario

Canada

There is nothing magic about any one (particular) f/D (focal length
over diameter) ratio or distance for any size dish. The f/D means that
the distance from the very center of the dish to the feed mount en-
trance will be some distance (f) divided by the actual antenna diameter
(D). A 10 foot dish with a focal length of 48 inches would have an f/D of
.4. Why? Because 48 inches divided by 120 inches (10 feet) is 0.40.
Generally speaking, there is a potential very slight increase in overall
antenna gain with dishes that have long focal lengths (such as .5 or .6)
and there is a slight decrease in feedhorn pickup of interterence and
other non-desired signals (including Earth and other noise) with very
short focal distances (such as .3). Most antennas are either in the .3
region or close to .4. The .4 distance is considered a good com-
promise between best gain (long focal distance) and best antenna
pattern (short focal distance, best rejection of unwanted signals). A
.375 is for all practical purposes the same as .4 f/D. Be certain the feed
selected, however, is of the same f/D family since some of the feeds
being sold (such as the Chaparral with the Golden Ring addition) are
pointedly for specific distances, such as .3. If you try a .3 and a .4 feed
on a dish and find no real difference between the two, chances are the
dish is not properly parabolic and your focal point is poorly defined.
That means it is time to go back to proofing the dish for parabolic con-
formity. A new series of articles will begin soon in CSD dealing with
this very subject. Wooden struts are heavy, may be difficult to form to
the prcper curve, and if not properly protected against weather can de-
form and reduce the antenna performance in time as the deforming
grows worse. But, they lend themselves to workshop projects, arc rcL
atively inexpensive and are forgiving of mistakes. Laminated wood
was the choice of Jim Vines for his Paraframe series ot antennas and
after several winters in places like the high Arctic and Honduras
(where there may be no winter; just plenty of rain and dampness) his
technique proved itself as being very sound. Antennas, by Kraus,
should be in a bookstore or in a technical library near you.

TVRO ln Europe
I manufacture a site survey instrument cal led the ABC Birdf inder.

The insirument has sold quite well  here in the United States. I  read
your art icle concerning DBS and the prol i ferat ion of terminals in Eng-
land and I am wondering i f  a product such as mine would sel l  wel l  in
Europe. ls there a viable market for TVRO equipment and dealer in-
stal lat ion aids, such as the Birdf inder, in Europe? Can anyone supply
the names and addresses of some UK importers or distributors?

Bil l  Perkins
ABC Satel l i te & Video

Newhnan, Georgia

The European TVRO market is pretty much confined to the UK (United
Kingdom) at the present time (see CSD for January 15, 1986). The
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market is not yet large, and it may never grow large although there are
potentially more than 23M homes there. Given the fact that terrestrial

television consists of but four channels of television (two BBC or national

and two regional independent), one would suspect that for the price of

an English 3-4 foot TVRO (around $1 ,500 US) there would be a sig'
nificant interest in having another 10 to 15 channels from all over

Europe plus CNN/Europe. The facts seem to be contrary' While we

may believe that $1 ,500 for a terminal (US dollars) sounds very

reasonable in the IJSA there is a considerable wage and income level

difference in the IJK. We don't usually associate England with povefty'

level tiving but the comparison to US living standards is stark none-

the-tess. tn addition to reduced incomes and a lower overall standard
of living, there is a marked reluctance to invest in something so untradi'
tional or radical as a TVRO there. ln spite ot all this negativism, TVRO
is growing in the IJK at least atthe publicvisibility level. lf ittakes off ' as
we reported and proiected last June in CSD, it should happen this
year. Perhaps one of our many UK readers willfind your product of in'

terest and write you directly about handling it in the UK, Certainly' f ind'

ing the birds (there are now twoof interest) is a tirst step to having

sate llite TV reception !

First K2 Reception
I first noticed RCA Ku-2 bird reception here on December 17 with

video on horizontally polarized transponder 12' The bird was located

at 81.4 west on this date and dri f t ing. In your December 15 issue,
CSD published my letter concerning my strong feelings over the

Boresight TV program. I had commented that the programming was

childish and not very professional. Since that time my opinion has

changed because I honestly believe that the program itself has

changed. When I last wrote, I had just seen their first year anniversary
program and frankly I was not very pleased with it at all. I now have a

higher regard for Shaun Kenny and his program and think his special

Sunday night programs on Spacenet, TR7, are excellent, However,
my opinion of Keith Lamonica is unchanged. This guy is nothing but a
rabble-rouser and in my opinion does the industry more harm than
good. I am always suspicious ol someone who claims to have held as
many jobs and positions as he does; evidently he was fired many

trmes.
Name Withheld on Request

Birmingham, Alabama

Shaun Kenny does seem more laid back and reserved these days.
Maybe Shaun had a few wild oats to sow, and after a year of playing

the part on Boresight, his attitude and long term goals have changed'
We repeat that any effort like this to convey real, impartial information

to the industry shoutd be applauded. Heaven knows Shaun is not
making any money at Boresight, and his dedication to keeping it on the

air must be admired even if one does on occasion take issue with what

he says or how he says it. As always, the easiest way to protest is to

not watch the program. Fortunately for Shaun and his crew, most

agree that he is doing a good iob and are supporting it by watching and
helping out as they are able. Lamonica is certainly another case study,
There has to be some sort of subsidy that keeps him on the air with his

rantings and ravings. He trips all over his own ego and trequently mis-

takes fact for fiction and fiction for f act. Do you suppose HBO would be

so mean to us as to secretly fund his continued operation iust so we
(as you suggest) continue to look like a bunch of crazies?

Can You Spot l t?
Can any of your sharp-eyed readers spot what is unusual aboutthe

4.2 meter Scienti f ic-Atlanta dish instal led near Sidney,.Ohio? Here is a

clue, the dish is adjacent to a Holiday Inn.
Peter C. Sutro, President

MPI Satel l i te, Inc.
Bernardsvi l le, NJ

We'll help the readers out, Peter. Holiday lnn is in the process ot
shifting their Hi-Net (network) away from C-band to Ku-band. They are
also expecting that someday they wiil equip all of their Holiday lnns
with uplinks and allow two-way conferencing from one Inn to another'
Given those facts, our readers should quickly spot the Ku-band feed
on the dish (that's the unusual part). This dish, along with hundreds of

others springing up this winter at Holiday lnns all over America, is
pointed at G-Star 1 , at 1 03 west, where Hl has five video signals in op-
eration. CNN and ESPN are in half transponder format on G-Star so
the power is backed oft nearly 5 dB from the 20 watts which G-Star is
capable of (making itcloserto 6.5 watts pervideo signal). Between the
weaker signals and the need for rain/snow fade margin, Holiday lnn
has chosen these 4.2 meter antennas as pretty much the standard
even in areas where the signals would seem to be quite strcng'

Needs Help
I need some help f rom the rest of the industry. The enclosed news-

paper story relates a problem I am having in the community where I
l ive; Lake St. Louis, Missouri.  SPACE has helped by supplying me
with documentation of similar cases where antennas for TVRO have
been discriminated against

Michael R. Pecoroni
ESM,  Inc .

219 Wharf Street
Lake St. Louis, MO 63367

Mike's problem is that he installed a dish in his yard in 1984. A year
later his community adopted an ordinance against dishes. Mike first
ignored the ordinance although he participated in the hearings for the
ordinance and vigorously opposed it. The city notified him he was in
violation and that he required a special variation/permit to keep his
dish. He applied for the same and was refused. He appealed the deci'
sion to a higher board and lost again. Then the city told him he would
be fined $500 a day and spend five days in iail for each day he con'
tinued to violate the ordinance. ln short, he was to take down his dish
and give up TVRO. Mike is in the industry @reviously he was with In'

i
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Sqlellile receiver @
qccessories

NEUI' PRODUCT FROM AIlCOM
IPD-65 lsolated Power Divider

70dB iso lat ion,  typ ical !

.ps. rPD-65

.  Automat ic  Feedl ine Power Swi tchino
and DC Block Circui ts

.  LED LNA Power Indicator

. Extremely Reliable - High Performance

Ferrite lsolators
3.7 - 4.2 GHz

For  mu l t i -  rece iver  ins ta l la t ions .
Bet te r  than 60db iso la t ion .

Cho ice  o f  connector  conf ioura t ion .

Power Dividers
3.7 - 4.2 GHz

PD.2 PD.4 PD.8
Ava i lab le  w i th  In te rna l  DC B lock .

Order  w i th  "DC"  su f f i x .

DC Blocks

DCP-66 DCP-,|
40 to 1500 MHz 3 7 - 4.7 GHz

Inser t ,  Remove or  Block DC Power

ALSO AVAILABLE
. Cable . Coaxial Relays . Connectors .

. Line Amplif iers . Coax Seal .
.  Bfoad Band Ampl i f ier  .  High Frequency Swi ich

Contact Your Local AVCOM Distributor
AVCOM Information number: 1-804-794-2500

tersat) and has a more than passing interest in keeping his dish.
Others in his community do have dishes although members of the City
Alderman board have stated repeatedly that ALL dishes must go be-
cause they look poorly. With the approvalin mid-January ctf the FCC of
preemptive zoning rules, it would seem that any community that has in
the past blatantly opposed dishes on aesthetic grounds (like Lake St.
Louis) would be forced to back off . However, Mike will probably have
to fight it in court and pay the considerable court fees and lawyers' fees
involved. Anyone with copies of court decisions in other areas where
aesthetic anti-TVRO zoning has been defeated in the court system
should send Mike copies of what happened. He will need allof the help
he can get before he gets done with this one. Good Luck, Mike.

Tanzania TVRO?
I would l ike to send a satel l i te dish to my brother who is in Das-es-

Salaam, Tanzania. This is on the equator, in Afr ica. What kind of dish
should I purchase and what type of equipment should I include with
the dish? Please also bear in mind that Tanzania has 240 volt  electr i-
cal mains rather than the 1 1 0 volts of North America. Final lv. i f  I  do this
for him, what type of programming wil l  he receive?

Amir Kamali
Calgary, Alberta

Canada

Neither the equatorial location nor the 240 vott AC mains wilt pre-
sent insurmountable problems. What will be tricky is the lack of high
quality, strong satellite signals in this region of Africa. No antenna
smaller than 5 meters should be considered (paraclipse I S foot, ADM
20 foot, Hero 16 or 20 foot). All reception will be f rom either lntelsat or
the Russian Gorizont satellite and will be right hand circular in polari-
zation, requiring afeedhorn adapter available from any of the antenna
sources Iisted or Chaparral Communications. The receiver shoutd be
a switchable half or full transponder receiver since tntelsat transmis-
sions often occupy only half of a channel/transponder and when tun-
ing in such a signalwith a regular (fulltransponde) receiver, you must
eliminate (as in filter out) the half of the transponder not in use for the
video program of interest. Avcom of Virginia, lnc. manufactures a line
of such receivers, while Phantom, Arunta, and others offer speciat fil-
ters which can adapt most standard (70 MHz lF type) receivers to half
transponder reception. Purchased from the various sources given
here (see advertisements for each in CSD), you wilt have between
$7,500 and $8,500 (US $) in the equipment before it leaves the uS. An
export license to ship to Tanzania will also be required, usually ob-
tained for you by the (antenna) supplier. A system in Tanzania will re-
ceive between 6 and 10 channels of reception, including Cabte News
Network through AFRTS.
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The PFG-series filter...a proven
performer that's easy to install.

Using advanced delay line technology, superior
interference rejection is achieved over that of
conventional notch designs. Installation is easy.
Simply make an in-line connection between the
down converter and receiver, or in the IF loop.
Our filters have solved o\rer ten
thousand terrestrial interference
problems for dealers.

It is no longer necessary to carry several
filters and diagnostickits around to confuse your
customers. If a filter is the solution to your T.l.
probiem, one of our PFG-series filters is all
vou'll need.- 

And now, there are filters for block down
conversion receivers with second IFs of 70 NIHz,
134 MHz, 140 MHz, & 510 MHz.

If you need more than a filter to solve your
problem, our expert technical assistance is only
a toll free call away. Even the best filter needs
proper site selection and effective installation
techniques.

Cali and order the book we wrote "selling and
Installing Satellite Systems in Terrestrial Inter-
ference Environments". It's easy to understand and
will provide you with all the information you'll
need to install dishes almost anywhere.

Catl

1.80OJTI-CURES

,J'E$Prruc,
3341 Holwyn Dr. Lexington, KY 40503
(606) 255-3507 or (606) 223-8372



Transponder Watch

Wfuffitr-
Tronspo-et Wstch

W
FCC decision favoring federal preemption of local zoning ordi-

nances which restrict the use of TVRO and other satellite antennas fi-
nally released. Decision allows direct court tests now when com-
munities fail to limit dish antenna placement purely on health and
safety reasons. FCC's decision will result in hundreds of lawsuits from
communities, and appeals to court system will be quick to follow. We
are not out of the woods yet.

EUROPEANS are concerned by indications primary Eutelsat 1
bird is having output amplifier TWTA tube problems. The 20 watt
transponders are speced at 3 dB power loss (half power) over seven
year nominal life. Several transponders, including that used by British
Skychannel, are experiencing output power losses as high as 1.0 dB
per month.

Space has formed programming cooperative with Kaul-Tronics to
program Spacenet 1, transponder 19 each Tuesday night at 9 PM
eastern. Alternate week programs are produced by Bob Behar for
SPACE, and Nova Video Productions for Kaul-Tronics.

CNN/Europe having difficulties gefting permission to deliver pro-
gram into European locations other than hotels. CNN now says they
will encrypt service (eventually) to prevenl unauthorized home recep-
tion. Several (not identified) countries have rejected Turner's pro-
posal.

DUTGH cable firms will be prohibited from carrying new ITV Super-
channel proposed in UK if the network is not available to cable homes
within UK. ITV service is proposed only for outside of UK to maintain
BBC control of UK television market lhere.

INTELSAT has begun process of selling off spare transponders in
C- and Ku-bands by announcing sale of three transponders to West
Germany in Ku-band. The last of the lntelsat V series birds (F-13 and
F-15) and all of the major Vl series birds to be launched will have in-
creased Ku-band powers and tighter spot beams, including spot beam
coverage into eastern USA for direct connection to Europe for busi-
ness communications and video.

HARRIS Corporation will supply Ku-band terminals to AT&T. Ter-
minals will be 1.2 meters in size, will handle video, data, and voice,
and will function through the pair ot Ku-2 transponders which AT&T
has leased from RCA.

RUSSIA charging that US has plans to expand service of Worldnet
government program into Russia by providing technical details to
Russian citizens using Voice of America radio transmissions. Russia
not pleased with prospect of expanded US television programming in
USSR.

DONALD Berg, Channel Master, in his annual business predic-
tions for TVRO, suggests system sales in industry should average no
more than 25,000 per month through June and then rise to around
41 ,000 per month after June for balance of the year. lf Berg is correct,
totalouput of industryfor 1986 would amountto around 400,000 termi-
nals; down 2O/otrom best guesstimates of 1985.

TCl, largest cable MSO with 3.9M subscribers in 43 states, will

offer home TVRO channel packages shortly. They plan to offer around
10 program channels for base fee in $1 2 region, first premium service
at $1O and each additional premium at $6.50 each. TCI may also pro-
vide (Videocipher) decoder for around $8 per month.

ENGLISH TV rental firm is now offering NEC (brand) Ku-band sys-
tems for approximately $70 per month for first year, $65 per month in
second year, and $20 per month forthird year. Installalion is included;
programming costs, when established, extra.

RCA Service Company not announcing how it will use two Ku-3
transponders. As part of deal between RCA Americom and HBO to
package 1 6 transponders on Ku-3 for cable use, service firm gained
use of two Ku transponders. Prospect is for motel and hotel entertain-
ment channels using both transponders.

FCC could slap violators with $10,000 fines and two-year prison
terms if they are caught interfering with uplink transmissions.

UNITED Video apparently will use M/A-Com scrambling system
for encryption of KTW, WPIX, and WGN services. No date an-
nounced yet but late 1986 earliest plausible period. Heavy sub-canier
loading on WGN transponder still presenting significant problems and
may require moving many of the sub-carriers to othertransponder(s).

PANAMSAT, would-be provider of international video services
from 45 west, has sold off six Ku-band transponders on innovative
satellite to Cygnus Corporation. Latter will use transponders for trans-
Atlantic corporate communications. Satellite should launch by
November and be in service by December this year.

HBO will use four transponders on Ku-1 bird while RCA Service
Company will use single transponder as interim move until Ku-3 bird is
launched in 1988.

TEST scrambling of WOR service, probably in early AM hours, due
to be underway. Intended target date for full-time scrambling, March 1 ,
will dependon abilityof WOR affiliatesto havetheVideocipherdescram-
blers installed by that date.

SHOWTIME expecls to announce its TVRO marketing plan at or
during SPACE/STTI show. Test scrambling, now underway, will prob-
ably only be for brief daytime periods of 1 5 minutes or less for next few
weeks.

ARfANE scheduled to launch flight 17 (G-Star #2, Brasilian #2)
and Intelsay V (#F14) during next 45 days. Nexl scheduled flight is in
May with launch of ECS-4 (Europe) and Spacenet F3.

NASA broadcast highlights of Voyager 2 Uranus flyby January 22-
28 on RCA F2R, transponder 13.

HARRIS will have assistance of Japanese Matsushita Electric in
creating Ku-band terminals for AT&T and others. New agreement
gives Hanis direct link to Japanese manufacturing expertise.

HUGHES has filed patent infringementsuits against Comsat, Intel-
sat, and Ford claiming they violated 1973 invention held by Hughes'
employee in creation of satellite system design.

ABC will field 50 mobile Ku-band terminals, ostensibly on basis of
one per state, to provide complete live coverage from virtually any
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spot within USA. Network calls new service ABSAT and will also ex-
pand seven day per week satellite news feeds to aff iliates this summer
by launching new ABC News One satellite service on C-band.

GOES 7 wil l  be launched in May to replace GOES 6, now used for
Central US view. Six-bird will be moved west for more westerly view.
Ford is creating next series of three weather satellites based upon In-
dian INSAT design.

UK cable tenders, first step in franchising new areas forcable TV in
England, have been delayed, reflecting poor showing of first cable
firms authorized more than a year ago. Future of cable in UK not
bright.

KU-band patch array antenna measures 3 inches square andisl/z
inch deep. Intended for mobile use by vehicles in experimental mobile
satellite service, unique antenna is to be mounted in roof of vehicles
participating in tests.

HOLIDAY Inn experimented with test marketing of The Meeting
Channel over past Christmas hol idays. For 9100 per hour, members
of family can gather at any of six sites equipped for two-way telecon-
ferencing to share views and comments. About 20 families partici-
pated.

UK Skychannel service recently passed 5,000,000 home mark
with addition of new Scottish cable TV system;

REUTERS expected to announce start-up of World News Network
channel for Europe, in direct competit ion to CNN, short ly. Service is
expected to begin early in 1987 and use ECS-4 transponder.

GABON, African country, installing new national data and radro
and television network using full leased transponder from lntelsat.

STUDY shows that on value-added basis, slightly over 71"k of all
dollars spent at TVRO dealer level for hardware from suppliers ulti-
mately goes back to offshore traceable origins.

BANK of America, Cali fornia's largest, planning 932 bank network
of all California branches by end of 1987. Ku-band service is likely.

CABLE TV is now into 46.2% of al l  US homes, or sl ightly more than
40M, according to report issued by NCTA.

SIX separate firms are now offering or plan to offer pay-per-view
early-release movies to cable subscribers, via satellite. Services on
F3R (TRs) and G1 (TR12) are mostvisible. Viewersreceive programs
on demand, services feature backto-back showings of same early re-
lease movie for week or so at a time. Charges are typically in $3-5 re-
gion per movie and intention is to compete with movies available
through rental arrangements at local VCR house.

LUXOR parent Nokia has restated its commitment to satellite TV
and pledged firm will expand TVRO marketing activities outside of

USA as well as increasing efforts here. New corporate division,
Salora-Luxor, will oversee expanded efforts.

JAPAN planning communications trade fair Apri l  2-5 in Tokyo and
China planning similar expo, October 16-22.

PLAYBOY will be providing special pay-per-view feeds from ASC
sateliite at 128 west according tg,reCently signed agreement. ACS-1
satellite has not previously been employed for cable video services.

ZENITH has made official its plans to sell TVRO systems through
dealers; suggested pricing is $1 495 for 6 foot system and g2495tor 10
foot system.

Hl-NET Ku-band service on G-Star bird is scheduled to begin en-
cryption testing by March provided hardware is delivered as promised
by Scienti f ic-Atlanta. Service is providing CNN, WTBS, BizNet,
ESPN, Showtime, and a special pay-per-view package to Holiday
Inns and should reach as many as 500,000 hotel/motel rooms by end
of this year.

RCA says it will enter home TVRO business cautiously but firmly
during 1986. Firm projects 500,000 TVROs, at average retail price of
$2,000 each, for al l  of industry during 1986.

EASTMAN Kodak plans a 50 station satellite network linking sales
and service operations to Rochester (NY) headquarters by this July.

ATC, second largest cable television MSO, still claiming it too will
offer home TVRO service package sometime in 1986 but no details
yer.

R.L. DRAKE Company says i t  is no longer interested in sel l ing off
privately held company and its search of more than six months for a
buyer is now called off.

CBN, Disney, and USA Net have announced their intentions to
scramble their programming services by end-of this year.

CANADIAN Spar Aerospace has completed sale of more than 50
TV terminals to China in deal reported to be worth over g20M (US).

RCA, now virtually sold out for Ku-1 to three birds, is pushing on
FCC for approval to launch fourth Ku satellite.

JC PENNY is establishing new internal division to market vid-
eoconferencing time and services;company is also expanding its own
commitment to internal satellite store-to-store interconnection.

PHYSICIAN'S Radio Net, TR21, Satcom 1R, supported by medi-
cal advertising, now going into doctors' offices via FM subcarriers in
broadcast band. Service found on subcarrier of TR21 for direct receo-
t ion.

FRENCH TDF-1 satellite, effort to create DBS for Europe, now put
off officially until late 1987. Satellite has been delayed largely by prob-
lems associated with high power amplifier tubes (TWTA) design.
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Goop/continued from page 6

Cinemax service for less money than HBO sells it for. So:

1 ) You call this number (800/833-3610) and you say you wish
to have your VC2000E turned on. "Are you outside of a cable
franchised area?" you will be asked. The answer should be
yes.

2) They will charge you an initiation fee ($2.50) and then for
$12.95 per month, they will see that you receive both HBO and
Cinemax.

So, we already have a price war for HBO and Cinemax services.
Good. I predict that by mid-year you will be able to buy the combina-
tion of the two services for as little as $9.95 per rnonth. By the time we
have 'l5 to 20 services scrambled, you'll be able to buy all of them for
no more than $30 a month.

Problems. lf the VC2000E units and the pricing seemed to be work-
ing far better than anticipated, in mid-January, there were a few prob-
lems to be resolved.

"l don't want the Cinemax service," you tell the HBO operator. You
are told that it is not presently feasible to turn off Cinemax. "But, we
won't charge you for Cinemax," they say. Then, you discover that the
HBO service is available to you on both the east and western teeds.

Moreover, you discover that the VC2000E, which you bought iust
to have HBO (east), also decodes the ShoMime test on transponder
16 of Galaxy 1 , pius the new early-movie release service on TRs of
F3R. In fact, it will decode everything in sight with the exception of the
Oak Orion services.

MOVING?
DON'T MISS A SINGLE ISSUE OF CSD

Let us know your new address right away. Attach an old mailing
label in the space provided and print your new address where
indicated.

MAILTO: CSD Magazine
P.O. Box 2384, Shelby, N.C. 28151

Name

Address

City State - Zip -

ATTACH LABEL HERE

(lf labe ls not avai able, print OLD address in this space.)

As we all know, each of the VC2000E units has its own unique ad-
dress code. There is also a universal code which applies to every unit
in the field. The system is configured to allow one button to be pushed
and all units in the f ield, home or cable, will turn on. Then the system is
configured to allow, as a separate function, only those units which have
been specifically addressed to be turned on. When the syslem is ma-
ture, certain services, such as ESPN, will be able to selectively black
out home (and cable) viewers in certain areas of the country. lf a sport-
ing event is being played in Washington, DC, and the terms of the tele-
vision agreement for that event specifies no TV coverage within 75
miles of the stadium, then all receivers within 75 miles will be turned off
for the duration of the event.

Additionally, without some way to individually remind people that
their satellite television billis due (oroverdue), the system would crash
at the end of the first month. Apparently, as the first units were turned
on in mid-January, the system to individually address certain units
was not tully operational. Would it be by mid-February? We'll see.

So, the report card for the first days of full time scrambling follows:
A) HBO: They get an A for making it work but an F for the way they
handled the promotion. HBO got tons of press January 1sth, from the
New York Times front page report to the ABC World News Tonight
evening report. All of the reports and all of the stories treated home
TVRO viewers as pirates who just had their ships scuttled. HBO gets
an F for being so negative, and for showing their true colors in favor of
cable TV.
B) M/A-Com: They get a B+ fordel iveryof a brand newproductthat
worked for most people right out of the box but they get a D for getting it
into distributor hands only hours before HBO went to full time scram-
bl ing.
C) Cable Firms: Most get an F for continuing the lies about the skies
going dark; a handful, however, get an A ior being innovative and cut-
ting the prices for HBO and Cinemax service.
Business Trends

The winter months have always been slower for TVRO than most
other seasons of the year. Cedainly we all understand why; the chal-
lenge of properly installing a dish antenna when it is 1 0 degrees above
zero and snowing is considerable. Even the consumers seem to
realize that midwinter is not an ideal time to be digging trenches
across the yard to bury cables. Clever dealers in the north have found
temporary methods of installing terminals in cold weather using such
tricks as leaving antennas on trailers and laying cables on the ground
or setting temporary Ajrame mounts on frozen ground to await the
first thaw.

Still, inspite of these ingenious efforts, business grinds down dur-
ing January and February. Some dealers actually close up shop.
When the dealers slack off in their selling, the entire pipeline backs up
all the way to the OEMs. Every winter period from 1980 to now has been
slow although 1984 did have an unusually light and unusually short
winter down spell. Percentage wise, this year could be the worst yet.

Too many OEMs believed the hype of early 1 985 and had prepared
themselves to be a part of a massive industry team effort to sell up-
wards of 750,000 new home terminals during 1985. When the real
number is finally counted, if it is f inally counted, and it comes in around
550,000 at most, there will be those who can show you where the un-
sold 200,000 plus terminals are sitting in warehouses.

The failures for 1985 were multilayered. First, and I believe
foremost, has been the terrible injustice created by the cable televi-
sion industry's scrambling policy. At all levels, including cable program-
mers and cable operators, there has been an intelligent and well coor-
dinated program during all of 1985 to inform the buying public of the
dangers involved in purchasing a TVRO. That hurt because some of
what they were telling the consumers was the truth. We misstated our
own cases in our own advertising; we did suggest to buyers that the
purchase of a dish was a free ticket to unscrambled programming
forever. Shame on us.
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The cable system advertising and the HBO directed public rela-
tions campaign also hurt us because it focused on some basic cable
untruths as well. HBO created the '(the) skies are going dark' story
line. That is one of those great, inspired, advertising slogans, like"Ford Has A Better ldea" or "Where's The Beet???" With a line or
headline like 'The Skies Are Going Dark', you can talk complete gob-
ble-d-gook in the rest of the report and people will still get the mes-
sage. lt's like reading the last page in the last chapter of a good novel
before you start on page one. You know how it all turns out before you
begin. Indeed, 'The Skies Are Going Dark. '  Bah humbug!

So, here we are in January, one of the two potentially slowest
months of the year. Let's see what is on cable's satellites this month.
We'll start by leaf ing through the January issue of Orbit. Hum, it seems
thinner than normal. Does that mean there is less to watch this month?
Hardly.

From more than 100 advertising pages per month a year ago, here
we see the January issue of Orbit struggling along atfewerth an25 ad-
vertising pages. Good grief; CSD has more advertising pages than
Orbit!  There is more here than a slow month;there is a strong inkl ing
of just how slow it is out there this year.

lf Orbit has dropped to less than 25% of their year-ago advertising
load, just how is the rest of the industry holding up? Perhaps Orbit is an
isolated example of poor managment. Sadly, that is not the case. A
check with some OEM friends suggests that from the peak month of
last fall, January shipments were between j 8 and 32 percent. Worse
than that number, from January a year ago, business volume at dis-
tributors we talked with was down by .15 to 70 percent. More isolated
examples, a reflection of how many more distributors there are now
f ighting over the limited business remaining? Unfortunately, this is not
the case. Business, a number suggested, has never been worse in
TVRO.

That will not make very good reading in mid-February. Butwait; are
we not all headed for that great show of shows, with the annual Las
Vegas blow out? Not too worry; STTI and SPACE will bail us out by
bringing in another 10,000 brand new people to load down with dealer
starter kits.

Alas, the TVRO industry has never held its big spring show quite so
early. There is a significant difference between holding a spring show
in mid or late March (when, indeed, i t  is truly spring) and holding the
same show in mid-February, when, indeed, i t  is st i l l  mid-winter. Wil l
people who have been locked up all winter in front of wood burning
stoves be ready to bust out for Las Vegas in mid-February and gamble
upwards of $5,000 each to become TVRO dealers? Will the continu-
ous stream of HBO diatribe against home TVRO keep those expected
buyers at home this year? l t  is al l  very' i f fy ' for the f i rst t ime since our in-
dustry began convening in Las Vegas each spring.

Then, to further muddy the waters, we have a group trying to putto-
gether a secohd show in Las Vegas for the same general period of
t ime, and we have an eastern publ isher planning an Apri l  show in
Nashville at the Opryland Hotel. I have the distinct feeling that just
when we need every wagon in the industry circled around our dimming
campfire, half of those with wagons still running are off someplace
watching a fireworks show. We just can't seem to getthe hang of work-
ing together, even when times are bad and getting worse.

Good journal ism pleads with me not to issue any sel lr ighteous
forecasts for how many of the present suppliers will still be in place
a year from now. I could be a victim of my own accdrate forecasting.
Rather, I suggest that we concentrate not on who has gone out of bus-
iness but rather on those who are dorng innovative and creative things
to stay in business.

Some products are selling. lt may well be 20 percent or_25 percent
of the totgl product sel l ing this past November but i t  is.st i l l  product,
nonetheless. That means some consumers are gett ing new TVROs
and they, in turn, are infecting their friends and neighbors with TVRO
fever. There are some success stories out there, even if we drop to

selling 1 percent of what we were selling a few months ago. Naturally,
I want to share those successes, where possible, with the balance of
the industry. l'd like to hear from you if you have something positive to
contribute. Really. We need some positive news to balance the ob-
vious problems we are facing. Another month l ike this and we' l lsound
like the six o'clock news in Miami where the lead five minutes most
nights recounts the latest 17 murders, knifings, and drug related
bombings.
Hurricane Damage/Two

In the last edition of CSD, we reported on the extensive losses dur-
ing Hurricane Kate as it rode over the top of our Providenciales an-
tenna test range in the Turks and Caicos lslands. Basically, we lost op-
erational duty on all but about 10 percent of the dishes installed here.

Some people read too fast and skip over relevant facts. Any an-
tenna supplier with an antenna in the islands probably picked up that
story with some trepidation worried how we would handle the failure
(or success) of their product to maneuver through the storm. Some
firms came out quite poorly since antennas ended up in the scrap
heap after Kate's 105 mile-per-hour winds moved on towards Cuba.

In addition to writing about the damage here in CSD, I also touched
on the same subject in a number of other publications. Home Satellite
TV, the consumer newsstand magazine, was one ofthose. Doug Deh-
nert of USS (United Satellite Systems) was not very pleased with what
we said about his 16 foot f iberglass dish in HSTV. No wonder.

As those who read CSD in January know, we lost the 16 foot USS
dish but not because of an antennafailure;rather, the bolts holding the
mount to the concrete pad failed. We simply had not installed long
enough bolts deeply enough. USS cannot be blamed for this mis-
judgement on our part. The HSTV story did not come out that way.

Afler some graphic prose that described how the antenna beat it-
self into shredded glass in the winds, the publication neglected to re-
tain a paragraph which explained why this happened. The original text
placed the blame squarely on our shoulders. The edited text (yes,
even my copy gets edited on occasion!) lefi out the full explanation.
Doug Dehnert was not pleased with the impression left with readers
and I cannot blame him. I'm sure when Doug has finished with the
folks at HSTV, they will have a new appreciation for using every single
word and sentence in a story such as this.

Another antenna that did not come out well in my reports was the
ADM 20 looter. This one really tore me up since Jamie is one of my
better friends (well, he was until this report appeared in print) and
moreover, he really does build a good antenna. I have privately re-
commended his antennas hundreds of times through the years and
still feel today, in spite of their failures in Hurricane Kate, that the ADM
20 footers are the best buy in the 20 foot size in the world. Jamie was
hurt by the reports, both financially and as a friend. I am sorry for that.
I would be a less than totally honest person, however, if I somehow
neglected to report that four of the five ADM 20 footers on provo col-
lapsed l ike giant clam shells during Kate.

More important perhaps than the ruffled feathers and the hurt feel-
ings attached to the report on Kate is that everyone involved learned a
great deal about antenna and antenna mounVsystem weaknesses dur-
ing the Kate episode. From what we nowthink we know about antenna
failures, we can all profit in future antenna designs that may hold up
even when the eye of a storm such as Kate pounds over a TVRO site.

I drive my Corvette in a reasonably safe and sane manner when I
am putting about town. But, every once and a while I open it up to the
red line on the tachometer. More often than not, I blow a hole in a muf-
fler or knock it out of timing when I do this. Each time I run it to the red-
line, I discover something else in the car which is not performing to
specification, and I fix it. Hurricane Kate is just like red Iining my Cor-
vette. Having those ADM 20 footers collapse on us is just like the time
I redlined my '60 vette and blew a hole in the exhaust manifold. The
leaking, hot exhaust gases flowed over the air intake and set the car-
buretor on fire. Sixty seconds later the fiberglass hood had melted,
and the top third of the engine was a charred mess. The car had been

F
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pushed to its limits, and it failed. I fixed the car back up and never again
drove it with a leaky manifold. We fixed the broken ADM 20 footers in
the same manner and believe that now thev will withstand the next
Kate.

Let Me Help
It is human nature to offer assistance to someone who is having

problems. Boy Scouts help little old ladies across streets. The US
sends grain to drought striken nations, and the Red Cross brings in
emergency relief when a hurricane strikes. The satellite industry
needs this type of help right now.

We are the unfortunate victims of our own success. I am reminded
of an event that happened some 20 years ago in a city council meeting
in Santa Batba'a, California. A (then) major cable television entre-
preneur had just won the city's permission to wire this medium-sized

California community. In the audience was a small-time cable
operator from Sonora, California. "l don't know why you are so excited
about winning this franchise," exclaimed the Sonora cable system
owner. "What you have just done is kill the CATV industry!"

The franchise winner was puzzled. How could the granting of a
franchise for Santa Barbara 'kill cable'? The man from Sonora
explained, his voice r ising in emotion as he did so. "Unti l  now, we
(cable TV operators) have always stayed in small towns. We never got
involved in big cities like Santa Barbara. The broadcasters liked us be-
cause we extended their service reach to shadowed areas they could
not directly reach. Now here you are getting a franchise for a big city
where you plan to challenge the local TV station head to head for its
audience, You will do very well here in Santa Barbara, and you will be
a financial success. But the cable industry will pay for your greed for
years to comel"

The Sonora cable operator died of cancer shortly after his emo-
tional speech. Santa Barbara turned out to be a nice, successful cable
TV system area just as he forecast, and the rest of his prophecy also
followed.

1) The TV broadcast industry rallied to the support of the
Santa Barbara television station. A series of broadcaster
created battles began, which ultimately doomed cable as cable
existed in the mid-60's.
2) The broadcasters looked for a way to stop cable's growth, to
halt the expansion of cable while they (the broadcasters) wres-
tled with methods to take over the cable industry.
3) Through a series of court cases, and by lobbying with their
broadcast trade association in Washington for new cablecon-
trol legislation, the broadcasters in the late-60's managed to
throttle cable growth and brought it to a standstill. For a period
of nearly three years, there were virtually no new cable system
starts anywhere, nationwide.
4) Suppliers of cable system equipment scurried to find ways .
to stay in business. With no new systems being built, orders for
new cable amplifiers and cable and attachments.all but stop-
ped. Dozens'of early firms, with names like Spencer-Kennedy
Labs, simply disappeared from the marketplace.
When the battle was over, in the period 1972-73, the cable industry

had been restructured. Now all the major cable players were broad-
casters or big media companies such as Time, Inc. Gone were most of
the 'Mom and Poo' cable TV leaders and the'Mom and Pop' hardware
suppliers. The new cable TV industry was leaner and meaner and
most of the fun of participating had disappeared during those cable TV
lreeze years.

This is a true story. This is a true bit of fairly recent history. Most
people in the satellite industry were not involved in cable at the time it
happened and many today are far too young to even have been in bus-
iness 1 I to 20 years ago.

Cable TV was stopped dead in its most exciting growth period by a
broadcast TV industry that simply outsmarted the upstart cable. The
broadcasters knew they could not kill cable, so they created a series of
hurdles which could be manipulated to simply cause cable to grind to
a halt for a while. The broadcasters saw in cable a good money-
making machine and, because broadcasters are money-making people,
they saw in cable a golden opportunity to participate in that money-
making machine. But first they had to stop cable's growth long enough
to figure out how they were going to 'take over'cable. lt worked. And
cable, now driven by broadcaster ownership, came alive in 1973 or so
and began its present growth cycle.

Cable TV started life as a plaything, a toy. lt was a technical curi-
osity that a fellow in a suburb of Portland, Oregon, could erect a large
antenna and share his distant reception from Seattle with a handful of
neighbors. lt grew out of the plaything or toy stage with firms, such as
Jerrold and Blonder Tongue Labs, building the hardware because
people will beat a pathway to the door of a man who can offer them
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FEATURING
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Gall MIGRO-LINK TECHNOLOGY
AT 314-781-8668
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IMMEDIATE DELIUERY
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CABLE,  CONNECTOR &
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o Satel l i teControl  .  Cr imp/Solder

ACCESSORIES
. Cr imping Tools .  Test  Equipment.  Coax Seal

.  Power Fi l ters .  Cable Ties .  Shr ink Tubing

COMPLETE L INES
Amphenol ,  Kings,  Columbia,  Cablewave
B&K, Tyton,  Blonder-Tongue, Colef  lex

ORDER TOLL.FREE
Nationwide: 1-800-327-5999
Fforida: 1-800-52-CABLE / Telex:532362
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I Audio subcarriers
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I Teletext UBI)
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Services (SCPC)
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Plus Many Other "Hidden
Services"

A Technical Book Covering the Reception of:

NEW "SECRET SIGNAIS" BOOK
A complete work covering the Hidden Seruices, the systems, the equipment,
how these services are used, how these services can be utilized, what they
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reception of unauthorized signals or pav services.
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few commendations. The RCA endorsement could help. There is
another possibi l i ty.

MIA-Com earnings have been down, another reason for the low-
ered interest from Wall Street. There has been persistent talk that
MrA-Com was ripe for a maior merger or perhaps someone would ac-
quire the firm. RCA could be a possible candidate for acquisition of

M/A-Com. Boeing has been another name l inked to the f irm. Simply put,

M/A-Com has not impressed the Wall Street brokers with its recent
pedormance and if the firm is taken over by a much larger, multi-

national operation, all bets are off on the future of the Videocipher sys-
tem.

Through al l  of this ongoing uncertainty over scrambling, a trend is
developing, That trend points strongiy at the emergence of Ku-band
as a primary force in the home satel l i te business,
Speaking Of Which

The HBO announcement, that i t  ( teaming up with RCA) had ac-
quired al l  1 6 transponders on Ku-3 (due to launch at the end of 1 987),
was no shocker. HBO has been talking with RCA about leasing a sig-
nif icant number of transponders on one of the Ku-band birds for more
than a year. Way back in 1984, when RCA was just gett ing interested
in sel l ing off Ku-band transponder space, HBO was out talking with
cable programmers (such as United Video; WGN) about coming on
board, HBO painted a prcture of a "total ly prime-cable bird, taking the
best of the best and bunching them on one satel l i te with the abi l i ty to
del iver up to 16 prime cable programs to cable headends al l  over
North America." The dol lars involved are signif icant, however, RCA
gets more than three t imes the annual rental for a transponder on i ts
Ku birds as i t  does on C-band. Of course over the past six years C-
band rates have tumbled because there are so many birds up there
now we have something of a transponder glut.  RCA sees the period
through 1 990 or so as being transponder scarce at Ku-band, and they
are going to get as many bucks as they can for the Ku transponders
they have avai lable in that interim period. By taking on RCA as a part-
ner in the ownership of Ku-3, HBO in effect reduces i ts cost per trans-
ponder by agreeing to spl i t  the profi ts from the transponder rentals
with RCA.

Years ago, way back in 1 978, there was a gl i tch in cable history and
for a few months HBO was quiet ly ' threatening' to take i ts program-
ming away from RCA and haul i t  over to Western Union. That was
when RCA was being especial ly stubborn about coming down to
transponder rates HBO felt  they could l ive with. The feel ing in the
cable programming industry at the t ime was that, " l f  HBO moves from
RCA most of the major programmers wil l  fol low HBO." The logic be-
hind this is found in cable stat ist ics.

1) HBO, by a sizable margin, is the most popular premium

(movie) service in cable. That 's today. Back in 1978, Showtime
was merely a gleam in Viacom's eye.
2) WTBS, and other satel l i te services are nice but HBO is the
one that is making cable operators (new) money. No cable
operator is about to r isk losing his HBO income.
3) l f  HBO moved to a new satel l i te, those thousands of af-
f i l iates would (wil l )  promptly redirect their dishes to the new
satel l i te. And:
4) Those other programming sources, such as WTBS et al,
who were with HBO on the new satel l i te would be favored with
continued cable carr iage. Those who stayed behind on the old
satel l i te would be left  off  the majori ty of the cable systems.

That ieadership role has not changed al l  that much in the interim
years, l f  HBO jumps ship from C-band to Ku-band, and there are 15
other avai lable transponders on the new satel l i te which HBO itself  wi l l
not be using, you' l l  see something of a scramble by the other program-
mers to get on board with HBO.

HBO sees the new Ku-3 bird as a cable only bird. The press re-
lease from Home Box Office says:

"Unlike HBO's C-band transmissions, Ku-band transmissions

of HBO and Cinemax wil l  be scrambled from their onset and
are intended to be received only by cable aff i l iates. (And) Since
our Ku-band signals wil l  be encoded and there is no instal led
base of consumer equipment to receive Ku-band transmis-
sions, HBO currently plans to offer i ts services to home TVRO
owners only through C-band satel l i tes as.outl ined in our previ-
ously announced C-band Direct program."
ls HBO abandoning C-band? l f  the true answer is yes, they are

careful to disguise that fact in their press release. l t  says:
"Coll ins (HBO President Joe Coll ins) explained that Ku-

band technology offers cable operators lower reception equip-
ment costs, virtual el imination of interference problems caused
by terrestr ial microwave transmissions, and the abi l i ty to ac-
commodate 2-degree (satellite to satellite) spacing. (And)
HBO and Cinemax wil l  continue C-band transmissions of i ts
services."
Let 's analyze why HBO (and those camp fol lowers that fal l  in l ine

behind HBO) would want to stay on C-band i f  the Ku-band feeds work
^ . , +  ̂ ^  ^ h + i ^ i ^ ^ + ^ iu u t  d o  a r  r u u r P o r c u ,

A) There are thousands of C-band terminals already in place
at aff i l iates al l  over the USA.
Ku-3 wil l  not be able to provide Alaskan and Hawaiian coverage.

That's one reason to maintain a C-band feed. On the other hand, fu-
ture Ku-band birds wil l  spotbeam to both states and long term there
wil l  be no such problem.

B) Rain attenuation can cause some problems at Ku-band;
NBC aff i l iates in areas such as Miami have found outaqes of up
to 10 minutes when i t  rains hard at the downlink.
NBC has also found that over a period of a ful l  year, those outages

amount to less than 30 minutes t ime. Not a very good argument for re-
taining C-band feeds.

C) There are no more good reasons for maintaining the C-
band feeds.
In favor of Ku, we have smaller antennas, better qual i ty signals, an

end to Tl,  and low costs. By start ing olf  scrambled, HBO (and the
others that fol low HBO to Ku) can stop piracy before i t  starts.

A Scenario
Let s create a scenario. One that would seem to make sense to a

top executive in the cable business. The premise is that cable wants to
ki l l  C-band DBS before i t  gets any bigger, and then out of the ashes
create a new type of DBS which is control led f irst and foremost by the
cable programmers and their partners, the major cable MSOs.

Kil l ing C-band DBS is no big tr ick; just take away al l  of the most de-
sirable programming. How do you take i t  away? Simply scramble
every channel you can. So what i f  the scrambling system is expensive
and dif f icult  to administer? l f  you want CBD (C-band DBS) ki l led off
then you don't  real ly expect there to be much of a market for CBD de-
scramblers anyhow. So i f  the price turns out high, and the net effect is
that nobody buys the overpriced services, cable wins anyhow!

By withdrawing cable's best programming from satel l i te TV owners
for say two years or so, the CBD industry goes down the tubes. From
500,000 terminal systems per year, the marketplace drops off to a
much smaller number; say 100,000 per year. Al l  of those f irms that
have geared up for the bigger numbers are left  with big production
capabil i t ies and warehouses f i l led with products. Within a year, no sig-
nif icant suppliers are left  in the f ield and those st i l l  sel l ing products are
forced to raise their prices to ref lect the smaller volumes.

Let's remember that C-band DBS was never supposed to happen.
When the nations of the world sat down in 1 979 to approve an (interna-
tional) DBS service, the service was approved at 12 GHz (Ku-band);
not 4 GHz (C-band). American/Canadian know-how created C-band
DBS, now law. We are now paying the price for our creativi ty by f inding
ourselves in the position of trying to write law which sanclions what we
have done. We may be more legal today than we were in September
of 1984 (belore the most recent law was enacted) but we are hardly
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N. Litt le Rock, AR 72115
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NUMBER TWO/Of A Series

The trend to smaller antennas presents a challenge to
effective feed-design. Fractional-dB improvements, be-
cause of 'smarter feeds,' are especially important when
your customers demand'big-dish-performance' from
low-profile small-aperture surfaces. NATIONAL A.D.L.
has been designing feeds for TVRO since 1980. Our
philosophy has been to produce the best feeds, not the
most feeds. That has kept us as'the small, high quality'
feed antenna house. NATIONAL A.D.L. is not a'house-
hold name.'We are simply the best designers of 4GHz
& Ku feeds in TVRO today. Let us prove it to you; our
prices are comparable with the big feed names but our
performance is not. We are ALWAYS 0.25 to 1 .0 dB bet-
ter in performance than 'Brand C.' We make small
dishes 'sit-up and talk'!

'NOW you have a CHOICE in feeds'
ROTOPROBE feed with'Tl rejection' shroudiRaised motor mounting
pad keeps water from entering feed/9O'elbow built in - no flange to
leak, no improper gasket seals/3-wire servo and 2-wire DC motor op-
eration/All aluminum casting/Universal mounting holes for virtually
any mounting configuration/3S dB isolation between polarizations
(minirhum)/VSWR 1.3 to I  or better over 3.7 to 4.2 GHz Ku-10.7 to
11.71 GHz/Nearly five-years of established performance history.

HARD FEED FACTS:

NATIONAL A.D.L.
ENTERPRISES

3156 Reservoir Drive
Simi Valley, California 93065
8051526-5249

10.525 GHz
Microwave System

The Westplex portable microwave system is a budget
priced FM l ink operating at 1 0.525 GHz. The system is cap-
able of transmitt ing NTSC color video, plus an audio chan-
nel and an optional duplex phase or datal ine. 40 miles are
real ist ic using an optional 2 f t .  dish at each unit.  Other op-
t ions include a remote RF head, AC/DC operation, 35 mw
or 50 mw outout.

The Westplex system is ideal where a cablel ink ts im-
practical,  such as across roadways, waterways and where
trenching or cable l ines are not feasible.

ADVANTAGES:
FM superhetrodyne design
Sectional design for easy service
Full  color NTSC compatlble
Extremely s mple to operate
Duplex phone, data, or control l ine
Low cost and extremely versatile
Full meter ng
Systems from $2500.

wEsT, lNC.
1741 Cedardale Rd.
Mt. Vernon. WA9B247

(206) 428-2810
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out of the woods. Worldwide, with very limited exception, C-band DBS
is so illegal that no market for it has developed at all.

Yes, there are strong, even persuasive arguments which will sup-
port the death ot C-band DBS. But, belore it can be killed, before it
goes away on its own, there has to be a replacement service.

C-band DBS happened because there was a need, and that need
was overwhelming. Moreover, there was no other service in place
ready to provide television to rural Americans and Canadians. The
cable industry, both the programmers and the MSOs, see a way to
correct this error. Enter the RCA Ku-band birds.

Let's run some numbers.
1) An RCA Ku-bird has 16 transponders on board. lf a pack-
age of programs could be carried on these 16 transponders,
with an average retail value of $2 per channel per month, there
would be a potential income per user-family of 932 per month.
2) lf 1,000,000 US homes subscribed to this package of ser-
vices, there would be a monthly gross income of 932,000,000
and an annual gross income of $384,000,000.
3) The satellite itself costs $1 10,000,000 to create and put into
orbit. Over a seven year life it will cost another 970,000,000 to
maintain it in orbit and support its marketing. That gives us a
total cost of $1 80,000,000 for seven years.
The satellite owner (RCA) shares the gross revenues with the

programmers. They have some sort of limited partnership which di-
vides the revenues and apportions the risks according to an agreed-to
schedule. In seven years time the revenues total 92,688,000,000
against a direci (RCA) operational cost of $170,000,000. There is
plenty of room here for slippage before the project is in financial
jeopardy.

The key to all of this? Kill off C-band DBS so the new Ku-band DBS
can move ahead.

The methods of killing off C-band DBS? Simply scramble all the
most desirable programming on C-band making the usefulness of C-
band terminals far less attractive.

The HBO release also goes on to note:
"Prior to the availability of the Ku-3 satellite, RCA Americom
will lease interim capacity on its recently launched Ku-1 satel-
l i te to HBO. Cinemax. and others."
In other words, testing of the Ku-band DBS package could begin at

almost anytime. But didn't HBO say that their Ku-band feeds would be
strictly for cable; that only C-band terminals would be able to receive
the scrambled feeds at private homes? That is what they said, but it
makes little sense to do it that way. Another scenario makes far more
sense.

The cable industry is the largest single user of satellite transpon-
ders. Bigger than the commercial and public networks;biggerthan the
US government. Bigger than everyone. The best satellite-cash{low
machine RCA can have is to have the bulk of the cable industry's bus-
iness, long term. RCA once had that with C-band but wiih the advent of
Galaxy and other satellites, RCA no longer controls cable's (C-band)
delivery business. lf RCA could convince the cable industry to move
off of C-band to Ku-band, where RCA now has and will have for some
time into the future, a lock on the available Ku-band transponders,
RCA could build for themselves a nice new empire. The HBO release
went on to state:

"Just as HBO and RCA revolutionized the cable industry 10
years ago by inaugurating regular satellite transmissions of
programming, this joint venture is another historic step that will
provide the cable inciustry with superior delivery capabilities
well  inlo the next decade... ."
With Ku-1 being used on an interim basis by HBO (et al) to deliver

programming to cable headends, and Ku-3 scheduled for use late in
'l9BT learly in 1988, how does their master plan for the satellite indus-
try fit in?

1 ) By scrambling the C-band services now, it will be early 1 987

before the impact of 15 or so scrambled services really sets in
on the home satellite marketplace. Business during 1986, as
the reality of scrambling takes hold, will be soft. "lf we have a
flat year, identical to'1985, lwill be elated," remarks one mar-
keting chief in the satellite industry.
2) With C-band business faltering, limited testing of Ku-band
services on Ku-1 can take place during 1 986 and 1987. During
this period, C-band scrambled services will be available but
only at high decoder and monthly rental figures. The majority of
the existing home satellite marketplace is not likely to find the
decoder costs nor the programming costs comfortable and
there is not apt to be a lavorable response from the mar-
ketolace.
From cable's perspective, that's alright. They want to see C-band

DBS wither on the vine and if the prices are too high and few people
buy, that suils them just fine.

3) With Ku-3 ready lor service no later than early in 1988,
cable's primary leeds can be moved off of Ku-l and Ku-3 and
that will leave Ku-1 available for home satellile packaging.
The logic is inescapable; smaller dishes, lower cost terminals, and

a marketing plan through firms such as TCI and ATC with the cable
programmers and cable operators controlling the delivery of the
hardware and software to the American homes-

"Remember, we (the cable industry) own this programming you
are using. Nobody has more right than we do to creale and operate a
marketing plan for this programming. lf SPACE tries to take us to court
on this, we willwin because the programming is oursto begin with!" re-
sponds the cable programming executive. And he means every word
ol it.
Human Nature Repeats

When AM radio first developed, there were few stations to be heard
and pioneering listeners erected huge long-wire antennas on tall
masts to drag in those distant stations. When television first came to
America, there was a significant business in 100loot towers and huge
antenna arrays. All of this died when the station network developed to
the point that most locales had adequate reception with small anten-
nas and less sophisticated receivers. Where this did not happen for
television, cable television filled in the holes.

The first six years of the satellite industry is analogous to the first
decade of AM radio or the first decade of television. Big antenna, and
complicated motor drive systems have become the norm because we
are all in fringe areas. Ku, with its considerably more powerful satel-
lites, will change this direction. America's love affair with 10 and 12
foot dishes and motor drive systems will not die, but lewer and fewet
people will find this an attractive alternative to 3 foot dishes fixed on a
single satellite, delivering 16 high quality program channels.

Cable has a significant advantage here. They have been marketing
multiple channels of television for a decade now, using satellite deliv-

Hundreds of viewer marketing studies tell cable programmers that
more than 99% of all viewing time centers around 15 channels or less.
In other words, most homes find 99% of the program choices they
want with 15 channels. That's a powerful argument in favor of a $700
range Ku-band terminal that delivers 16 channels ol lelevision. Cable
can sell that message.

Cable marketeers are counting on the strength of that message to
launch the newly born home satellite service over the next couple of
years. The challenge to the present C-band hardware marketplace is
to either battle what is happening, through SPACE, or to learn how to
adapt to the scrambling steamroller that is about to overtake us. C-
band is not dead, but it faces some significant challenges in the next
two years to stay af loat. When RCA, HBO, and M/A-Com put on a'dog
and pony show' this past July, and RCA endorsed the M/A-Com
created Videocipher scrambling system, the handwriting was on the
wall. The big time players, the masters at market creation and manipu-
lation, are here.
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Quartz Synthesized Tuning - Total Programming
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speak softly abour the UST-2000.
Because atasuggested retail price of

ff279, this state-of-the-art satellite receiver will
make its own noise in the marketplace.

Put simply, rhe UST-2000 offers more
value for less money thanany satellite
receiver ever made. At a breakthrough price,
it gives you:

Performance. Up to the standards that
have made Uniden the No. 1 name in
satellite receivers. Clear picture, clean sound.
Reliable. durable. built to last.

Styling. A high-tech look that shares
design elements with our higher priced
models. A quality, expensive look and feel
simply not found in most other low cost
receiyers.

Microprocessor-driven controls. A first
for a unit in this price range. Permits soft-
touch pushbuttons for channel selection,
channel scan and polarity selection.'
Thoughtfully placed audio, video fine rune
and skew controls. Plus a Wgr, easy-to-read
LED channel display and convenient polarify
indicators.

Composite video ourput jack. Makes it
decoder ready.

The UST-2000 is designed to mate
perfectly with either our basic antenna
controller, the UST-710, or our
prografirmable UST-730. They're pafi of a
complete line of Uniden TVRO products
including block downconversion receivers
and system components.

For more details about the new
UST-2000 ask your Uniden distributor or
call 3 17 -8 4t -53 40 (in carnda r -800 -63 -o2g 6\ .
This is one bombshell your customers won't
want to miss.
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